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Abstract: We study correlators of four protected (half-BPS) operators in strongly coupled
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. These are dual to tree-level supergravity amplitudes on
AdS5×S5 for various spherical harmonics on the five-sphere. We use conformal field theory
methods, in particular a recently obtained Lorentzian inversion formula, to analytically
bootstrap these correlators. The extracted 1/N2 double-trace anomalous dimensions confirm
a simple pattern recently conjectured by Aprile, Drummond, Heslop and Paul. We explain
this pattern by an unexpected ten-dimensional conformal symmetry which appears to be
enjoyed by tree-level supergravity (or a suitable subsector of it). The symmetry combines
all spherical harmonics into a single ten-dimensional object, and yields compact expressions
for the leading logarithmic part of any half-BPS correlator at each loop order.
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1 Introduction
Among strongly coupled quantum systems, a distinguished class are dual to weakly coupled
gravitational theories and are therefore efficiently tackled by the gauge-gravity correspon-
dence. Models in this class are characterized by a large-N expansion and a sparse spectrum
– 1 –
of local operators: all single-trace primary operators with small scaling dimension have spin
two or less [1]. While the gravity side of the correspondence typically remains more straight-
forward to use, new analytic bootstrap techniques are becoming applicable and should be
vigorously pursued being potentially more general. They appear especially advantageous for
observables like four-point correlation functions, which can now be studied to unprecedented
precision.
In this paper, we study the four-point function of general half-BPS states in maximally
supersymmetric super Yang-Mills theory, or N = 4 SYM for short, dual to type IIB
superstring theory on AdS5×S5 geometry. Through the AdS/CFT correspondence, half-BPS
operators are dual to S5 spherical harmonics (Kaluza-Klein modes) of the graviton, and
we will consider the general correlator of four such spherical harmonics. This provides an
essential ingredient for studying the duality at loop level, where all modes can run inside
the loop, and also provides an explicit model for how local physics in an internal manifold
gets encoded from the CFT perspective.
Four-point correlators have been much studied since the early days of the AdS/CFT cor-
respondence. Initially, techniques were developed for computing tree-level Witten diagrams
in position space, which led to the first complete results for the correlators of four dilatons
or stress tensor multiplets [2, 3]. In the case of the SYM model, part of these correlators are
fixed by non-renormalization theorem and agree with calculations at weak ‘t Hooft coupling
[4, 5], but there is in addition an unprotected part which contains interesting dynamical
information. For example, a suitable limit reveals the flat space S-matrix of the underlying
ten-dimensional superstring theory [6–8]. This program was gradually extended to higher
spherical harmonics [9–13].
Meanwhile, by analyzing the operator product expansion (OPE), it was discovered
how to exploit the large gap property of holographic theories, that is the fact that all
non-protected single-traces get lifted from the spectrum. This led to various conjectures
for correlators [14, 15]. However, it took almost a decade for a conjecture to appear in the
general case [16], thanks to a remarkably simple pattern which was observed in Mellin-space
[7, 17]. The corresponding position space calculation of tree-level Witten diagrams was only
very recently completed after a longstanding effort [18, 19], which confirmed the conjecture
in all considered examples.
In this paper we will revisit correlators of half-BPS operators from the perspective of
the analytic bootstrap, which offers a constructive method to build correlators from their
light-cone singularities [20–22]. This can be formulated nonperturbatively as a Kramers-
Kronig type dispersion relation, known as the Lorentzian inversion formula, which explicitly
reconstructs OPE data from a suitably defined absorptive part [23–25]. For holographic
theories at tree-level, the absorptive part is a finite sum of conformal blocks, thus reducing
the computation in a given theory to essentially a group-theoretic exercise (see also [26, 27]).
The result is unique up to AdS contact interactions, whose size can be bounded by considering
the Regge limit [23, 28]. These are further restricted by supersymmetry and in fact absent in
N = 4 SYM as we will see. The method, therefore, rigorously and unambiguously determines
the correlators. Interestingly, in analogy with the unitarity method for one-loop S-matrices
[29], “squaring” this tree-level four-point data gives sufficient information to go to one-loop
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[30], as has now been successfully carried out for low spherical harmonics [31–33].
Study of N = 4 SYM specifically is further motivated by the possibility of finding
unexpected structures. In the planar limit, this theory is controlled by a rich and remarkable
integrable system, making it a rather unique nontrivial four-dimensional quantum field
theory in which the spectrum can be computed exactly at finite ‘t Hooft coupling, see
[34, 35]. It is important to determine what, if anything, of this structure persists beyond
the planar limit. Correlation functions at strong coupling offer a clean, natural environment
in which to discuss this question. Furthermore, we expect the correlators in this limit to
provide important cross-checks and guidance as integrability-based methods are now being
developed to tackle the 1/N expansion [36, 37], as well as novel AdS-based techniques
[38–40].
Hints of a hidden symmetry in correlators have been uncovered recently [41], who studied
the anomalous dimension matrix governing the mixing between double-trace operators built
from different S5 spherical harmonics, starting from the conjectured Mellin-space formula
of [16]. Amazingly, the eigenvalues of the anomalous dimension matrix are simple rational
numbers, for which the authors of ref. [41] conjectured a general formula.
This paper is organized into two parts. First in section 2 we review the three ideas behind
our calculations: the Operator Product Expansion, the supersymmetric Ward identities
satisfied by N = 4 SYM correlators, and the Lorentzian inversion formula. As a warm-up,
we then apply these formulas at order 1/N0c in section 3. Including the identity in two cross-
channels yields double-trace data in the direct channel. While conceptually straightforward,
the supersymmetric OPE differs from the usual generalized free field result in simple but
important ways. Section 4 contains our main computations: the tree-level correlator (order
1/N2c ) at strong ‘t Hooft coupling. The full result is determined by just the singular part
arising from half-BPS single-trace operators. While their couplings are well-known and
could be obtained from non-renormalization theorems [4], we show that crossing symmetry
in fact suffices to bootstrap them from scratch. This computation yields double trace mixing
matrices, and we confirm the conjecture of [41] in many examples.
In a second part of this paper, section 5, we explore the remarkable structure found in
this result. We will attribute the simplicity of the eigenvalues to an unexpected SO(10,2)
symmetry, representing an effective conformal invariance of ten-dimensional supergravity
at tree-level. This symmetry will be used to unify all spherical harmonics into a single
ten-dimensional object. Proof of the symmetry at the level of four-point correlators amounts
to showing that this generating function correctly predicts the singular part of each correlator;
we check this for a large number of examples. We also show how the symmetry readily implies
the conjectured Mellin-space formula of [16], and use it to obtain the leading-logarithmic
term at each order in 1/N . Implications are discussed in the conclusion.
2 Generalities
At any coupling, N = 4 SYM contains a special class of operators, which are half-BPS
and thus annihilated by the maximal possible number of supercharges. They transform as
Lorentz scalars and traceless symmetric tensors with respect to the SO(6)R ' SU(4)R global
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symmetry (Dynkin label [0, p, 0]). In the Lagrangian description of N = 4 SYM, they are
described as symmetrical traceless polynomials in the 6 adjoint scalar fields φa of the theory.
Denoting xµ the spacetime coordinates and introducing null six-vectors ya to parametrize
the SO(6)R dependence, they can be written as
Op(x, y) ∝ Tr[(φaya)p] +O(1/N2) corrections, (2.1)
which will be normalized in this paper so that
〈Op(x1, y1)Op(x2, y2)〉 =
(
y212
x212
)p
(2.2)
where x2ij = (xi − xj)2, y2ij = yi · yj . Due to the BPS condition, the scaling dimension of Op
is exactly p, where p ≥ 2. At strong ‘t Hooft coupling, they admit a dual description as
Kaluza-Klein modes of the graviton on AdS5× S5. According to the gravity analysis, all
other operators in this limit are either multi-trace composites built of products of the Op,
or are heavier than the string scale, ∆ ∼> λ1/4.
Four-point correlators depend on AdS5 and S5 cross-ratios:
u =
x212x
2
34
x213x
2
24
= zz¯, v =
x223x
2
14
x213x
2
24
= (1− z)(1− z¯), (2.3)
σ =
y212y
2
34
y213y
2
24
= αα¯, τ =
y223y
2
14
y213y
2
24
= (1− α)(1− α¯), (2.4)
up to an overall prefactor conventionally written as follows [42]:
〈Op1(x1, y1) · · · Op4(x4, y4)〉 ≡
(
y212
x212
) p1+p2
2
(
y234
x234
) p3+p4
2
(
x214y
2
24
x224y
2
14
) p2−p1
2
(
x214y
2
13
x213y
2
14
) p3−p4
2
× G{pi}(z, z¯, α, α¯) . (2.5)
We will be studying the correlator in the regime appropriate to the gauge-gravity duality,
where the ’t Hooft coupling λ = g2YMN is large but finite, and work order by order in the
gravity loop expansion 1/c where c = N
2−1
4 :
G{pi} = G(0){pi} +
1
c
G(1){pi} +
1
c2
G(2){pi} + ... (2.6)
The Operator Product Expansion (OPE) offers a series expansion of the correlator
around kinematic limits. In its most straightforward form, where we do not try to exploit
supersymmetry, it involves standard four-dimensional conformal blocks, times S5 spherical
harmonics for each R-symmetry representation which can be exchanged. The conformal
blocks for a given spin and dimension are written as
Gr,s`,∆(z, z¯) =
zz¯
z¯ − z
[
kr,s∆−`−2
2
(z)kr,s∆+`
2
(z¯)− kr,s∆+`
2
(z)kr,s∆−`−2
2
(z¯)
]
, (2.7)
– 4 –
kr,sh (z) = z
h
2F1
(
h+
r
2
, h+
s
2
; 2h, z
)
, (2.8)
with r = p21 ≡ p2 − p1, s = p34. Since SO(6)R and the SO(4,2) Lie algebra are analytic
continuations of each other, the S5 spherical harmonics admit identical expressions up to
reversal of some quantum numbers:
Zr,sm,n(α, α¯) = (−1)mG−r,−sm,−n (α, α¯), (2.9)
where the labels m,n are related to the R-symmetry Dynkin labels by [m,n−m,m]. In the
literature these are often written as Jacobi polynomials, see [43]. The OPE decomposition
of the correlator (2.5), in the (12) or s-channel, is then
G{pi}(z, z¯, α, α¯) =
∑
`,∆,m,n
c˜{pi}(`,∆,m, n)G
p21,p34
`,∆ (z, z¯)Z
p21,p34
m,n (α, α¯). (2.10)
Here the spin ` ≥ 0 is an arbitrary nonnegative integer and ∆ runs over all operators with
the given spin and R-symmetry. The summations over m,n however are finite, ranging over
the R-symmetry representations which can appear in the tensor product of each of the pairs
(1, 2) and (3, 4). Using the general formula for the tensor product of SU(4) representations
(see [43, 44]):
[0, p, 0]× [0, q, 0] =
p∑
m=0
p−m∑
s=0
[m, q − p+ 2s,m], (2.11)
where we have assumed p ≤ q, we get the summation range in eq. (2.10):
0 ≤ m ≤ min{pi}, max(|p12|, |p34|) +m ≤ n ≤ min(p1 + p2, p3 + p4)−m, (2.12)
where the difference between n and its lower/upper bound is restricted to be an even integer.
The OPE (2.10) accounts for all the bosonic symmetries of the correlator. It is still
rather redundant because it does not exploit supersymmetry. A natural refinement would
be to use superconformal blocks instead, but here we will follow a simpler route which is
applicable thanks to the half-BPS nature of our external operators.
2.1 Superconformal Ward identities
A half-BPS supermultiplet is annihilated by half of the 32 supercharges of the theory.
Since the remaining charges split into pairs of raising/lowering operators acting within the
multiplet, only 1/4 of the supercharges actually act nontrivially on a given bosonic primary
Op(x, y). This is significant because for four external operators, these 1/4 are generically
linearly independent and span the full algebra. Thus the correlators of superconformal
descendents are fully determined from those of the primaries [43, 45].
Linear independence however fails when the x and y cross-ratios are aligned in a specific
way; this leads to a Ward identity satisfied by the bosonic correlator [14, 43, 46]:
∂z
(
G(z, z¯, α, α¯)
∣∣∣
α=z
)
= 0. (2.13)
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That is, the z dependence of the correlator disappears upon setting α = z.
Since the dependence of the correlator on α, α¯ is purely rational (the left-hand-side of
eq. (2.5) being polynomial in the y2ij), the Ward identities can be solved by factoring out
powers of z − α, together with its conjugates under the (z ↔ z¯) and (a↔ α¯) symmetries.
The most general solution, consistent with these symmetries, is [43, 47]:
G{pi}(z, z¯, α, α¯) = kχ(z, α)χ(z¯, α¯) +
(z − α)(z − α¯)(z¯ − α)(z¯ − α¯)
(α− α¯)(z − z¯)
×
(
−χ(z¯, α¯)f(z, α)
αz(z¯ − α¯) +
χ(z¯, α)f(z, α¯)
α¯z(z¯ − α) +
χ(z, α¯)f(z¯, α)
αz¯(z − α¯) −
χ(z, α)f(z¯, α¯)
α¯z¯(z − α)
)
+
(z − α)(z − α¯)(z¯ − α)(z¯ − α¯)
(zz¯)2(αα¯)2
H{pi}(z, z¯, α, α¯), (2.14)
where χ is a fixed function satisfying χ(z, z) = 1, given shortly. Note that all the functions
above depend on {pi}, which we omitted in the above for readability. In practice, starting
from a correlator which fulfills the Ward identity (2.13), k{pi}, which we will call the unit
contribution, is obtained simply by setting z = α, z¯ = α¯. The chiral correlator f{pi} is
obtained by taking only one such limit and subtracting the unit:
k{pi} = G{pi}(z, z¯, z, z¯),
f{pi}(z¯, α¯) =
α¯z¯
z¯ − α¯
(G{pi}(z, z¯, z, α¯)− k{pi}χ{pi}(z¯, α¯)) . (2.15)
Finally, the reduced correlator H{pi} can be extracted from G{pi} by subtracting everything
else that comes before it in eq. (2.14).
There is a rather unique, convenient choice for the function χ(z, α¯), which ensures that
the superconformal Casimir equation commutes with the preceding decomposition [43]:
χ{pi}(z, α) =
( z
α
)max(|p21|,|p34|)/2(1− a
1− z
)max(p21+p34,0)/2
. (2.16)
The Casimir operator then annihilates the k contribution, in particular. In fact there are
four possible solutions to this constraint, obtained by analytic continuation in the pi’s:
the above solution is singled out by the fact that it does not introduce spurious negative
exponents at z → 0 and α → 1. The same solution was used in [43] (who restricted to a
specific ordering of the pi’s).
We now review the implications of the Casimir equations, following [43]. Its action on
the chiral correlator takes on a separated form, whose general solution involves products of
the hypergeometric functions in eq. (2.7), thus giving the OPE:
f{pi}(z, α) =
∞∑
j=0
∑
m
b{pi}(j,m)k
p21,p34
1+m/2+j(z)k
−p21,−p34
−m/2 (α). (2.17)
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The sum over m is finite since f is a polynomial in 1/α, whose degree determines the range:
max(|p12|, |p34|) ≤ m ≤ min(p1 + p2, p3 + p4)− 2, (2.18)
where in addition m should differ from its lower bound by an even integer. Single-valuedness
of the correlator (2.5) forces j to be an integer. It must be nonnegative due to the unitarity
bound, since the superconformal Casimir eigenvalue (m+ j)(m+ j + 1)−m(m+ 1) must
be nonnegative.
The Casimir equation for the reduced correlator H also takes separated form, and its
solution is similar to the naive OPE (2.10) but with the dimension shifted by 4 in accordance
to the zz¯ denominator in the prefactor multiplying H:
H{pi}(z, z¯, α, α¯) =
∑
`,∆,m,n
a{pi}(`,∆,m, n)G
p21,p34
`,∆+4 (z, z¯)Z
p21,p34
m,n (α, α¯). (2.19)
The representations appearing in H can be worked out from the α, α¯ dependence of the
coefficient of H in eq. (2.14), and are only those which appear in the tensor products of
[0, pi − 2, 0]; this gives the range
0 ≤ m ≤ min{pi−2}, max(|p12|, |p34|)+m ≤ n ≤ min(p1+p2, p3+p4)−m−4. (2.20)
While formally similar to the bosonic expansion enjoyed by G in eq. (2.10), we see that the
OPE for the susy-decomposed correlators f and H contains much fewer terms. For example,
for the simplest case of the 2222 correlator, eq. (2.10) contains six distinct R-symmetry
representations whereas there is a single one in eq. (2.19), involving only Z(0,0)0,0 (α, α¯) = 1.
The full α dependence is then entirely produced by the chiral correlator f(z, α) and the
various factors in (2.14).
2.2 Lorentzian inversion formula
To determine the OPE data b{pi}j,m and a
{pi}
`,∆,m,n entering eqs. (2.17) and eqs. (2.19), our main
tool will be a recently derived inversion integral which plucks out the OPE coefficients from
the correlator. The key point is that this formula does not require to know the full correlator,
but just its “double discontinuity” which is much easier to compute.
Let us first deal with the global symmetry. Using that the Zm,n(α, α¯) represent S5
spherical harmonics, which are mutually orthogonal, it is straightforward to write down an
integral which projects the reduced correlator onto any desired representation. As noted,
the Zm,n’s are secretly Jacobi polynomials, with argument cos θ = 1− 2α , which suggests
that the natural integration range is cos θ ∈ [−1, 1] or α, α¯ ∈ [1,∞). One can then show
that the following orthogonality relation holds:
H{pi}(z, z¯,m, n) =
(
8pi4κ˜r,s
2+m+n
2
κ˜r,s
1+n−m
2
)−1 ∫ ∞
1
dα
α2
dα¯
α¯2
(
α− α¯
αα¯
)2
Z−r,−sm,n (α, α¯)H{pi}(z, z¯, α, α¯)
(2.21)
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where r = p21, s = p34, and
κ˜r,sh =
Γ(h+ 12r)Γ(h− 12r)Γ(h+ 12s)Γ(h− 12s)
2pi2Γ(2h− 1)Γ(2h) =
rr,sh r
−r,−s
h
2pi2(2h− 1) , (2.22)
rr,sh =
Γ(h+ 12r)Γ(h+
1
2s)
Γ(2h− 1) . (2.23)
This diagonalizes the S5 part of the OPE (2.19), leaving only sums over dimension and spin:
H{pi}(z, z¯,m, n) =
∑
`,∆
a{pi}(`,∆,m, n)G
(p21,p34)
`,∆+4 (z, z¯). (2.24)
The Lorentzian inversion formula inverts this z, z¯ OPE: it extracts the coefficient of a
given G`,∆ block by integrating against z, z¯. Writing its left-hand-side as cm,n(`,∆− 4) to
compensate for the argument of the block being ∆ + 4, the formula from [23] is written as a
sum of t-channel and u-channel contributions:
c{pi}(`,∆− 4,m, n) =
1
4
κ˜p21,p34∆+`
2
+2
∫ 1
0
dz
z2
dz¯
z¯2
(
z¯ − z
z¯z
)2
G−p21,−p34∆−3,`+3 (z, z¯)dDisc[H{pi}(z, z¯,m, n)]
+ (−1)`+m(p1 ↔ p2)
(2.25)
with pij = pi − pj .1 The function c{pi}(`,∆,m, n) serves as a generating function of the
OPE data, which, for a fixed integer `, are encoded in its ∆-plane poles:
lim
∆→∆k
c{pi}(`,∆,m, n) =
a{pi}(`,∆k,m, n)
∆k −∆ , (2.26)
where k labels the the different exchanged operators.
The double discontinuity in the integrand is a natural Lorentzian object defined as
the expectation value of a double commutator 12〈0|[O4,O1][O2,O3]|0〉 in a region where
the two invariants x214 and x223 are timelike [23]. Since (1 − z¯) ∝ x214x223 switches sign
when either invariant crosses the light-cone, the different operator orderings can be reached
by analytically continuing around z¯ = 1 with z fixed. Specifically, working in the region
0 < z, z¯ < 1 and denoting the usual Euclidean-branch correlator simply as G, the double
commutator is equal to:
dDisc[G(z, z¯)] = cos(piα)G(z, z¯)− 12eipiαG
	
(z, z¯)− 12e−ipiαG

(z, z¯), (2.27)
where α = p21+p342 .
It is important to stress that eq. (2.25), contrary to eq. (2.21), is not a straightforward
consequence of an orthogonality condition applied termwise to the OPE. In fact, the dDisc
operation naively annihilates each term in eq. (2.24). In reality it is nonzero because the
OPE sum diverges for z¯ > 1 which generally creates a branch cut or pole at z¯ = 1. The
formula is thus more analogous to a Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation which reconstructs a
1Comparison with [23] requires the identity: [(1− z)(1− z¯)]r+sGr,s∆−3,`+3(z, z¯) = G−r,−s∆−3,`+3(z, z¯).
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function from its discontinuities, or the Froissart-Gribov formula in the scattering amplitude
context.
The OPE data in one channel is thus obtained from that in two cross-channels, which
can be used to efficiently compute the two H functions on the right of eq. (2.25). This
reorganization of crossing symmetry is advantageous in large-N theories, because the
dDisc operation kills cross-channel operators with double-trace dimensions, see [23]. Only
single-traces contribute in the cross-channels (up to order 1/c2, that is one-loop order in
supergravity). We will see this in action in the next sections.
Using the explicit form (2.7) for the conformal blocks, the formula (2.25) can be written
in a more useful factorized form as
c{pi}(`,∆,m, n) =
κ˜p21,p34
h¯
2
∫ 1
0
dz
z2
dz¯
z¯2
k−p21,−p341−h (z)k
−p21,−p34
h¯
(z¯)dDisc
[
z¯ − z
z¯z
H{pi}(z, z¯,m, n)
]
+ (−1)`+m(p1 ↔ p2),
(2.28)
where h = 1 + ∆−`2 and h¯ = 2 +
∆+`
2 . In practice, the OPE data is encoded in poles with
respect to h which comes from the z → 0 limit of the z integration. The z¯ integral is dual
to h¯. Analytic results for the integrals we will need are given in appendix A.
Some words about convergence. In an abstract (unitary) CFT, convergence of the
integral for ` > 1 (along the principal series ∆ = d/2 + iν) was proven in [23] using
boundedness of G from the Regge limit z, z¯ → 0 (more precisely, boundedness of each term
in eq. (2.27)). For the present supersymmetric correlator, tracing through the factors in
eq. (2.14), boundedness of G actually implies that H/(zz¯)2 is bounded. Supersymmetry
thus buys us four units of spin: convergence is ensured for ` > −3, that is, all spins.2
Order by order in the 1/c expansion, the situation can be less favorable than nonper-
turbatively, reflecting the worsening ultraviolet behavior of supergravity with increasing
loop order. At order 1/c, convergence for ` > 2 was nonetheless proven in [23] from a stress
tensor sum rule, which thus ensures convergence for ` > −2 in our supersymmetric case.
Therefore, at order 1/c, the integral (2.28) is guaranteed to recover all OPE data in N = 4
super Yang-Mills. The coefficients c(`,∆,m, n) contain information about both protected
and unprotected contributions, which are effectively treated on the same footing.
Finally, for the chiral correlator f , the OPE (2.17) can be similarly inverted using the
one-dimensional inversion integral from ref. [24]. This formula deals with the case where
the sum runs over integer h, which is precisely the case for the chiral correlator!3 Using
orthogonality on a simple contour integral around α = 0 to deal with the R-symmetry part,
f{pi}(z,m) =
1
2pii
∮
dα
α2
kp21,p341+m/2(α)f{pi}(z, α), (2.29)
2A simply analogy is the flat space supergravity S-matrix, where supermomentum conservation δ(16)(Q)
removes a factor s4 in the Regge limit s→∞.
3We find that the result in [24] holds also in the case of non-identical external operators provided that
the sum runs over half-integer h when p12 is odd.
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the inversion integral then gives the coefficient as
b{pi}(j,m) =
∫ 1
0
dz¯
z¯2
k−p21,−p341+m/2+j (z¯) dDisc[f{pi}(z¯,m)]. (2.30)
In this way all protected and unprotected data for f and H in eqs. (2.17) and (2.19) are
recovered from the double-discontinuity.
We will be particularly interested in double-trace operators [OpPq]k,`, which in the large-
N limit should appear as poles near twist ∆− ` = p+ q+ 2k+γ, that is h = 1 +k+ p+q2 + γ2 ,
where γ is a small anomalous dimension. Actually, many nearly-degenerate operators
generally contribute, so summing over them, eq. (2.26) becomes
c{pi}(h, h¯ = h+ `+ 1,m, n) =
〈
a{pi}(`,∆,m, n)
2(1 + k + 12(p+ q) +
1
2γ − h)
〉
, (2.31)
where the brackets imply that we sum over all superconformal primary operators with spin
` and approximate twist p+ q + 2k, and R-symmetry representation [m,n−m,m]. One
can use this equation to organize the OPE data as a 1/c expansion, with c = N
2−1
4 . Indeed,
one can consider the 1/c expansion of the scaling dimension and OPE coefficients as
∆n,` = ∆ +
1
c
γ
(1)
n,` +
1
c2
γ
(2)
n,` + ... (2.32)
an,` = a
(0)
n,` +
1
c
a
(1)
n,` +
1
c2
a
(2)
n,` + ... (2.33)
In particular, expanding in 1/c, leading anomalous dimensions γ(1)n,` appear as double poles
in the tree-level data c(1){pi}.
Below we will first recover the OPE data for f and H at order 1/c0 (disconnected
correlator), where only the identity contributes in the cross-channel, which we will resolve
into protected and unprotected double-traces in the s-channel. We will then proceed to
order 1/c, where we will only need to insert a finite number of single-trace half-BPS blocks
in the cross-channels.
2.3 Other decompositions in the literature
Before proceeding, let us briefly contrast our organization scheme, based on the Ward
identity (2.13) and Casimir equation, to other similar but distinct formulas used in the
literature. A common way of writing the OPE is to separate “short” (protected) and “long”
(unprotected) superconformal blocks, schematically:
G(z, z¯, α, α¯) =
∑
cshortgshort(z, z¯, α, α¯) +
∑
clongglong(z, z¯, α, α¯). (2.34)
In terms of the supersymmetry decomposition (2.14), the short blocks contribute to all of
k, f,H, whereas long blocks contribute only to H (as the single term in eq. (2.19)). Another
popular scheme exploits nonrenormalization theorems to separate out contributions which
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do not depend on the coupling:
G(z, z¯, α, α¯) = Gfree(z, z¯, α, α¯) + (z − α)(z − α¯)(z¯ − α)(z¯ − α¯)
(zz¯)2(αα¯)2
H interacting{pi} (z, z¯, α, α¯) (2.35)
where Gfree can be computed from the limit of weak ‘t Hooft coupling λ → 0 and
H interacting(z, z¯, α, α¯) only receives contribution from long blocks (of both the strong and
weakly interacting theories). Since the glong only contribute to the H part, these schemes
both isolate the nontrivial corrections into H-like functions, which differ only by the amount
of protected physics subtracted from it.
The decomposition used in this paper is distinct since we do not subtract anything from
H, neither its short block contribution nor its free theory limit. Rather we directly obtain
the functions f and H at strong coupling, by computing their double-discontinuity and
using the inversion integrals (2.28) and (2.30) to find the expansion coefficients (2.17) and
(2.19). This method eschews the use of nonrenormalization theorems and detailed knowledge
of superconformal blocks.
3 Disconnected correlator: leading order 1/c0
Figure 1: Possible Witten diagrams for the disconnected correlator at order 1/c0. When
p 6= q, only the first diagram contributes. For p = q, the two other diagrams can appear.
See eq. (3.1).
As a first step toward anomalous dimensions of double-trace operators, here we detail
the disconnected correlator OPE coefficients 〈a(0)〉pqqp, which set the overall normalization.
The disconnected correlator itself is simply (see fig. 1)
G(0)pqqp = δp,q +
(u
σ
) p+q
2
[(τ
v
)q
+ δp,q
]
. (3.1)
The OPE decomposition of such correlators is well known [48]. However, we want to first
apply the supersymmetry decomposition (2.14). While we find that the unit part is given by
a simple general formula: k(0)pqqp = 1 + 2δpq, the chiral and reduced correlators are generally
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given by more lengthy expressions. To give a few examples:
f
(0)
2222 =
z2(1− a)
(1− z)2a +
z
1− z + z +
z2
a2
, H
(0)
2222 = u
2 +
u2
v2
,
f
(0)
2332 =
(1− a)z3/2
(1− z)3a3/2 (a+ z − 2az), H
(0)
2332 =
τu5/2
σ1/2v3
.
(3.2)
Generally, starting from p, q ≥ 3, neither f nor H are simple sums and the expressions
quickly grow lengthier with increasing p and q. Nonetheless, the corresponding OPE data
admits a simple uniform expression, as we now describe.
3.1 OPE coefficients
The OPE coefficients 〈a(0)(h, h¯,m, n)〉pqqp for a given correlator depend on h, h¯, the scaling
dimensions p, q and the R-symmetry representation labels m,n of the exchanged operator.
They are obtained by applying the R-symmetry projection (2.21) and inversion integral
(2.28) to the double-discontinuity of H(0). (We will discuss the chiral part f (0) below.) Since
there are no branch cut at z¯ = 1, the double-discontinuity here simply picks out the polar
terms. For instance, in the above examples, switching to the variables x = z1−z and y =
1−z¯
z¯ ,
we find for the poles in y:
z¯ − z
zz¯
dDiscH(0)2222 = Z
0,0
0,0 (α, α¯)× dDisc
[
x
y2
− x
2
y
]
,
z¯ − z
zz¯
dDiscH(0)2332 = Z
1,1
0,1 (α, α¯)×
1√
zz¯
dDisc
[
x2
y3
− x
3
y2
]
. (3.3)
To give a less trivial example:
z¯ − z
zz¯
dDiscH(0)3333 = Z
0,0
0,2 (α, α¯) dDisc
[
x
y2
− x
2
y
]
+ Z0,01,1 (α, α¯) dDisc
[
x2
2y3
− x
3
2y2
− x
y3
+
x3
y
]
+ Z0,00,0 (α, α¯) dDisc
[
x2
6y3
− x
y3
+
x
y2
− (x↔y−1)
]
.
(3.4)
We notice that all expressions are antisymmetric under the interchange x ↔ y−1. This
stems from the manifest antisymmetry in (z, z¯) of the left-hand-side together with the fact
that the expressions are simple polynomials in x and y−1 (after factoring the same power of
z and z¯ that appeared in the integral (2.28)). The integral can be immediately performed
using the elementary integrals (A.2) and (A.3):
c
(0)
2222(h, h¯, 0, 0) = r
0,0
h r
0,0
h¯
pi cot(pih)× (1 + (−1)`)
(
h¯(h¯− 1)− h(h− 1)
)
, (3.5a)
c
(0)
2332(h, h¯, 0, 1) = r
1,1
h r
1,1
h¯
pi tan(pih)× 12
(
h¯(h¯− 1)− h(h− 1)
)
(h− 12)(h¯− 12), (3.5b)
whereas in the 3333 case the three non-vanishing R-symmetry structures give three coeffi-
cients: c(0)3333(h, h¯, 0, 2), c
(0)
3333(h, h¯, 1, 1) and c
(0)
3333(h, h¯, 0, 0).
Let us briefly interpret such results in terms of double-trace and protected operators.
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Double-traces have twist p+ q + 2k with k = 0, 1, 2 . . ., which correspond to h = p+q+22 + k
and therefore h ≥ 3 in the 2222 case. However, we see from the formula (3.5a) that c2222
has poles (from the cotangent) at each integer h. The poles at h ≤ 0 can ignored (due to the
terms discarded in doing the integral (A.3)), but the poles at h = 1 and h = 2 would seem
puzzling: these naively correspond to twists 0 and 2, which shouldn’t be there. Similarly,
for 2332, the formula exhibits two poles below the h = 72 double-trace threshold: at h =
3
2
and 52 . As we will see shortly, the resolution is that these poles originate from short (and
so-called semi-short) multiplets, which can contribute to the reduced correlator H with the
two apparent twists:
h =
n−m+ 2
2
or h =
m+ n+ 4
2
. (3.6)
We are now ready to state the OPE coefficients in the general case. Due to the general
form of the integrals (A.2)-(A.3), the result is always the r factors times a polynomial in
h, h¯. This polynomial is easily determined using the following observations:
• It is odd under interchange of h and h¯ (due to the x↔ y−1 symmetry just mentioned).
• It is symmetrical under h¯→ 1− h¯ (up to an overall minus sign when p+ q is odd).
• It vanishes for all values of h below the double-trace threshold h = p+q+22 , except at
the protected locations allowed by eq. (3.6).
It is easy to show that the result is always simply the lowest-order polynomial with these
properties, up to a h, h¯-independent constant. It can be written in general as:
〈a(0)pqqp〉(h, h¯,m, n) =
(
1 + δp,q(−1)`+m
) rq−p,q−ph rq−p,q−ph¯
rq−p,q−p
1+n−m
2
rq−p,q−p
2+m+n
2
× Γ(h+
p+q
2 )Γ(h¯+
p+q
2 )
Γ(h− p−q2 )Γ(h¯− p+q2 )
h¯(h¯− 1)− h(h− 1)
∆
(8)
m,n(h, h¯)
× (3 +m+ n)(1 + n−m)(m+ 1)(n+ 2)
Γ(p+q+4+m+n2 )Γ(
p+q+2+n−m
2 )Γ(
p+q−(n−m)
2 )Γ(
p+q−(2+m+n)
2 )
, (3.7)
where
∆(8)m,n(h, h¯) =
(
h− n−m+ 2
2
)(
h+
n−m
2
)(
h− m+ n+ 4
2
)(
h+
m+ n+ 2
2
)
×
(
h¯− n−m+ 2
2
)(
h¯+
n−m
2
)(
h¯− m+ n+ 4
2
)(
h¯+
m+ n+ 2
2
)
.
(3.8)
Notice that the factor ∆(8) simply provides poles at the locations (3.6) and their orbits
under h 7→ 1− h and h 7→ h¯.
For the chiral correlator f , which depends only on z, α, we similarly apply the one-
dimensional inversion formula in eq. (2.30). We find a structurally similar result (loosely,
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one drops all the factors which depend either on h or m+ n, and substitutes n−m2 7→ m2 ):
〈b(0)pqqp〉(j,m) =
(
1 + δp,q(−1)j
)rq−p,q−p
h¯
rq−p,q−p1+m/2
× Γ(h¯+
p+q
2 )
Γ(h¯− p+q2 )
(−1)(p+q−m−2)/2
(h¯−m/2− 1)(h¯+m/2)
∣∣∣∣∣
h¯=1+m/2+j
× m+ 1
Γ(p+q+m2 + 1)Γ(
p+q−m
2 )
. (3.9)
The last line of both eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) contains a h, h¯-independent normalization factor,
which in all cases is determined by the following nice property: the coefficient becomes
unity when setting h = 1 + n−m2 and h¯ = 2 +
m+n
2 (or j = 0 in the chiral case). This is the
expected half-BPS contribution to the correlator as we now explain.
3.2 Reorganizing into superconformal blocks
Although this will not be needed below, it is an interesting cross-check that the above results
can be reorganized into superconformal blocks.
A general expectation is that only operators with double-trace dimensions contribute
to the disconnected correlator (with the lone exception of the identity operator). However,
looking at the result for a(0)pqqp in eq. (3.7), we found contributions to H below the double-trace
threshold h ≥ p+q+22 , exemplified by eq. (3.6). Looking more closely into them, we find
that they always appear with identical coefficients as contributions to the chiral part f in
eq. (3.9). These together organize into superconformal blocks with double-trace dimensions.
Multiplet Dynkin labels Dimension ∆ and spin `
Half-BPS B0,n [0, n, 0] ∆ = q, ` = 0
Quarter-BPS Bm,n [m,n−m,m] ∆ = m+ n, ` = 0, m ≥ 1
Semi-short C`,m,n [m,n−m,m] ∆ = m+ n+ 2 + `
Long A`,∆,m,n [m,n−m,m] ∆ > m+ n+ 2 + `
Table 1: Supermultiplets which can appear in the four point function of half-BPS operators.
An effective way to group these contributions is to use the superconformal (quadratic)
Casimir invariant. The different types of supermultiplets that can contribute to the four-
point function are listed in table 1 (see for e.g. [43]). The corresponding Casimir eigenvalues
are
C2 ≡ 12 (∆(∆ + 4) + `(`+ 2)−m(m+ 2)− n(n+ 4)) (3.10)
=

0, Half-BPS B0,n ,
m(n+ 1), Quarter-BPS Bm,n ,
(`+m+ 2)(`+ n+ 3), Semi-short C`,m,n .
(3.11)
As mentioned, the superconformal Casimir commutes with the supersymmetry decomposition
(2.14) and is diagonalized by the OPE expansions (2.17) and (2.19). For convenience let us
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recall the eigenvalues:
C2

k
fj,m(z, α) ≡ k1+m/2+j(z)k−m/2(α)
H`,∆,m,n(z, z¯, a, α¯) ≡ G∆+4,`(z, z¯)Zm,n(α, α¯)
=

0
j(m+ j + 1)
1
2 (∆(∆ + 4) + `(`+ 2)−m(m+ 2)− n(n+ 4))
(3.12)
Equating the eigenvalues (3.10) and (3.12) will give a simple way of understanding the
k, f,H-decomposition of superconformal blocks.
Let us first discuss the short half-BPS blocks B0,∆. These are the only blocks for which
the Casimir eigenvalue vanishes, and therefore the only blocks for which k 6= 0. However, for
each R-symmetry representation, both the chiral and reduced correlator can also contain a
term with vanishing Casimir eigenvalues: the functions f0,m(z, α) and Hm,n,m,n(z, z¯, a, α¯).
Looking at the disconnected OPE data a(0)m,n,m,n and b
(0)
0,m in eqs. (3.7) and (3.9), we find
that these come with unit coefficient for all the allowed R-symmetry representations. On the
other hand, only one half-BPS block, with double-trace dimension ∆ = p+ q, is expected
physically to contribute to the disconnected correlator. Consistency thus requires this
half-BPS block to be equal to the sum over all the vanishing-Casimir contributions to f (0)
and H(0), and the non-identity contribution to k:
Br,s0,∆ =

k = 1, f(z, α) =
∆−2∑
i=max(|r|,|s|)
kr,s
1+ i
2
(z) k−r,−s− i
2
(α),
H(z, z¯, α, α¯) =
∆−4∑
i=max(|r|,|s|)
(∆−i)/2∑
j=0
Gr,sj,i+j+4(z, z¯) Z
r,s
j,i+j(α, α¯).
(3.13)
Since this holds for any ∆ = p+ q, this must be equal to the half-BPS block for any ∆.
For half-BPS blocks, a simple alternative is to use formulas from [49] (see also appendix
A of [50]) which express the blocks as a finite sum of bosonic blocks, according to the finite
list of primaries contained within the supermultiplet. The formulas there are given for
identical external operators but are easy to generalize, since the list of primaries is the
same and the coefficients can be fixed from the Ward identity in eq. (2.13). Performing this
exercise we obtain
Br,s0,∆ = Gr,s0,∆Zr,s0,∆
+ ζ(∆)Gr,s1,∆+1Z
r,s
1,∆−1 + ζ(∆)ζ(∆ + 2)G
r,s
2,∆+2Z
r,s
0,∆−2
+ ζ(∆− 2)ζ(∆)Gr,s0,∆+2Zr,s2,∆−2 + ζ(∆− 2)ζ(∆)ζ(∆ + 2)Gr,s1,∆+3Zr,s1,∆−3
+ ζ(∆− 2)ζ2(∆)ζ(∆ + 2)Gr,s0,∆+4Zr,s0,∆−4, (3.14)
where ζ(∆) = (∆
2−r2)(∆2−s2)
24∆2(∆2−1) . The block in the first line is always present and just has the
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quantum numbers of B0,∆. The remaining lines account for superconformal descendants.
Because of the coefficient ζ(∆), the second line should only be kept for ∆ ≥ 2 + min(|r|, |s|),
while the last two lines only contribute for ∆ ≥ 4 + min(|r|, |s|). (For another approach to
superconformal blocks, see [51].)
Although eq. (3.13) was derived using the disconnected correlator (where r = s), we
find that this expression is precisely equal to eq. (3.14) for the large set of values of ∆ and
r 6= s that we have verified. We believe that this equality is an exact mathematical identity.
The analog of eq. (3.13) for semi-short and quarter-BPS blocks is discussed in appendix
B. The fact that the data obtained from the inversion integral organizes into a super-OPE
with only double trace dimensions provides a very non-trivial consistency check.
3.3 ∆(8): A remarkable eighth-order differential operator
The combination ∆(8) in eq. (3.8) will play an important role below. It depends only on
Casimir invariants like h(h − 1) and can in fact be viewed as a eight-order differential
operator:
∆(8)H{pi} ≡
zz¯αα¯
(z − z¯)(α− α¯) (Dz −Dα) (Dz −Dα¯) (Dz¯ −Dα) (Dz¯ −Dα¯)
(z − z¯)(α− α¯)
zz¯αα¯
H{pi},
(3.15)
where
Dx ≡ x2∂x(1− x)∂x − 12(r + s)x2∂x − 14rsx (3.16)
with r = p21, s = p34. Acting on the product G`,∆+4(z, z¯)Zm,n(α, α¯) this has precisely the
eigenvalue in eq. (3.8). Its presence in the denominator of eq. (3.7) suggests that ∆(8)H(0)
is a simple function; indeed by looking at individual cases we find that:
∆(8)H(0)pqqp =
u
p+q
2
+2
σ
p+q
2
−2
(
τ q−2
vq+2
+ δp,q
)
× C(p)C(q). (3.17)
This is precisely the form of a disconnected correlator of complex scalar primaries with
dimensions pi + 2 and R-symmetry [0, pi−2, 0], up to a normalization C(p) = p2(p2 − 1),
explaining the form of eq. (3.7).
The operator ∆(8) has two important properties. First, it annihilates all the protected
multiplets, as listed in table 1. Second, ∆(8)H{pi} generally transforms under z 7→ z/(z − 1)
crossing like the correlator of scalar primaries with the mentioned quantum numbers, which
are precisely those of the superconformal descendant Lpi−2 ≡ Q4Opi . (The Lpi−2 are
primaries with respect to bosonic isometries.) We thus identify ∆(8)H{pi} as the correlator of
the product Lp1−2Lp2−2 with its complex conjugate: indeed this correlator has to annihilate
protected multiplets since the first pair is proportional to Q8. This generalizes the p = 2
case studied in [52], where L0 was the chiral Lagrangian density.
The correlators with different p’s will be combined into a single ten-dimensional dilaton
amplitude in section 5.
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∫ ∑
+
∑
Half-BPS
=
Figure 2: s-channel OPE data for single- and double-traces can be reconstructed from
cross-channel single-traces using the inversion formula. In particular, demanding crossing
symmetry unique fixes single-trace three-point coefficients.
4 Tree-level correlator at strong coupling: order 1/c1
At order 1/c in the limit of strong ‘t Hooft coupling, the correlator can be computed in
principle in terms of tree-level Witten diagrams in IIB supergravity on AdS5×S5 [53]. The
present formalism offers a powerful alternative which relies only on CFT ideas. The only
input from supergravity is the assumption that all the single-trace operators are the half-BPS
ones. The double-discontinuity of the correlator comes exclusively from their exchange in
the cross-channels, which can be computed easily. The inversion integral then reconstructs
the full tree-level correlator, in the form of its OPE data, as depicted in fig. 2.
The double-discontinuity is computed explicitly by inserting in the cross-channel the
half-BPS blocks given in eq. (3.14) or equivalently eq. (3.13), together with the crossing
relation
Gp1p2p3p4(z, z¯, α, α¯) =
( zz¯
αα¯
) p1+p2
2
(
(1− α)(1− α¯)
(1− z)(1− z¯)
) p2+p3
2
Gp3p2p1p4(1−z, 1−z¯, 1−α, 1−α¯).
(4.1)
If using eq. (3.13), it is important to note that the different supersymmetry components
f, k,H in the decomposition (2.14) mix under crossing: to find H in one channel one needs
all of f, k,H in the cross-channel.
4.1 Fixing three-point coefficients from crossing symmetry
For the correlator of eq. (2.5), the possible half-BPS states exchanged in the t-channel are
the representations of the form [0,∆, 0] in the intersection ([0, p1, 0]× [0, p4, 0])∩ ([0, p2, 0]×
[0, p3, 0]). From the tensor product formula in eq. (2.11) one finds the allowed range
max(|p1 − p4|, |p2 − p3|) ≤ ∆ ≤ min(p1 + p4, p2 + p3), (4.2)
where the allowed values of ∆ differ from the endpoints by an even integer.
We will now demonstrate that, at order 1/c, the three-point function of single-trace
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half-BPS operators is uniquely fixed by crossing symmetry, to take the well-known value [4]:
fpqr =
√
pqr
2
√
c
, |p− q|+2 ≤ r ≤ p+ q − 2. (4.3)
The coefficients fpqr with r = |p− q| or r = p+ q can be set to zero without loss of generality
by a suitable choice of basis for the “single-trace” operators. One simply chooses them to be
orthogonal to all multi-traces. This can always be done by including suitable multiple of
the latter in eq. (2.1), see for example [41]. (This assumes simply the existence of linearly
independent half-BPS double-trace operators [OpOq] for each p, q ≥ 2, which follows from
the 1/c0 analysis of the preceding section. One also needs them to be linearly independent
from the single traces Op+q, which is physically expected at large N .)
Our proof of eq. (4.3) uses only the chiral part of the correlator. We illustrate the
method starting with the simplest correlator, f2222. The only half-BPS block in the range
(4.2) which contributes to its double-discontinuity is the stress-tensor multiplet ∆ = 2, since
the ∆ = 4 block has double-trace dimensions and therefore no singularity. This block is
given as
B0,2(z, z¯, α, α¯) = 1 + (z − α)(z − α¯)z¯
2 log(1− z)− z2(z¯ − α)(z¯ − α¯) log(1− z¯)
zz¯(z¯ − z)αα¯ . (4.4)
Only this block and the identity contribute to the double discontinuity of f . We insert them
into the crossing relation (4.1), extract the f part by setting α = z (see eq. (2.15)), and
focus on the polar terms as z¯ → 1:
dDiscf2222(z¯, α¯) = dDisc
[
1− α¯
(1− z¯)2α¯ +
3α¯− 2
(1− z¯)α¯ + f
2
222
1 + α¯
2(1− z¯)α¯
]
= dDisc
[
1
y
− 1
2y2
+
3f2222
4y
]
k
(0,0)
0 (α¯) + dDisc
[
1
y2
+
f2222
2y
]
k
(0,0)
−1 (α¯),
(4.5)
where on the second line y = 1−z¯z¯ and we have decomposed the α¯ dependence into eigenfunc-
tions. Plugging this into the inversion integral (2.30) then gives the full OPE decomposition
for the chiral part:
f2222(z¯, α¯) =
∞∑
j=0
(
1 + (−1)j
)
(
(1−j)(j+2)
2
+
3f2222
4
)
r
(0,0)
j+1 fj,0(z¯, α¯)
+
(
(j+1)(j+2) +
f2222
2
)
r
(0,0)
j+2 fj,2(z¯, α¯)
 , (4.6)
where fj,m is the function defined in eq. (3.12), and the (−1)j terms account for the u-channel
contribution (obtained generally by permuting operators 1 and 2, which does nothing here).
This OPE can be easily resummed, as discussed shortly. However, what is most important
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here is to project it into its half-BPS contributions, which is simply the j = 0 term:
f2222
∣∣∣
1/2−BPS
=
(
2 +
3f2222
2
)
f0,0(z¯, α¯) +
(
2 +
f2222
2
)
f0,1(z¯, α¯)
= f2222B0,2 +
(
2 +
f2222
2
)
B0,4,
(4.7)
where we have used from eq. (3.13) that the f part of B0,2 = f0,0 and B0,4 = f0,0 + f0,1.
The second line of eq. (4.7) is the main result of this exercise. It shows that, if one inserts
the stress tensor block B0,2 in the cross-channels with coefficient f2222, the resulting double-
discontinuity forces it to reappear in the s-channel with the same coefficient. Thus crossing
can be satisfied for any value of f222. For the present purposes, its value, f222 =
√
2/c from
eq. (4.3), is simply a definition of the central charge c. The double-trace block B0,4 then has
a fixed coefficient.
We now proceed similarly for the 2323 correlator, and find that the double-discontinuity
of the t- and u-channel OPE force its half-BPS part to be
f2323
∣∣∣
1/2−BPS
=
(
1
3
f222f233 +
7
9
f2233
)
B0,3 +
(
1 +
1
3
f222f233 +
1
9
f2233
)
B0,5 +O(1/c2).
(4.8)
Focusing on the first term, which is the only single-trace block, the s-channel OPE is satisfied
only if the coefficient of B0,3 is f2233. Thus crossing symmetry requires that
f233
(
1
3
f222 − 2
9
f233
)
= O(1/c2), (4.9)
which has a nontrivial solution, f233 = 32f222, in precise agreement with eq. (4.3). The
trivial solution f233 = 0 could be ruled out using the stress tensor Ward identities: the
O2 multiplet contains the stress tensor, whose coupling to any pair of identical scalars is
nonzero and proportional to their dimension (consistent with the nontrivial solution). More
generally, the 2p2p crossing relation requires that
f2pp
(
1
p
f222 − 2
p2
f2pp
)
= O(1/c2), (4.10)
which has the nontrivial solution f2pp = p/2f222 in agreement with both eq. (4.3) and the
stress tensor Ward identity. We find empirically that it seems possible to rule out the trivial
solutions without relying on the Ward identities: for example, setting f233 = 0 (but not
the other ones) would eventually lead to a crossing equation with no solution for a higher
correlator (namely 5566).
We include O(1/c2) errors in the above, because double-trace operators, such as semi-
short ones, generally contribute to the double-discontinuity at this order.
Further coefficients can be fixed by looking at more correlators. For example, the 3p3p
correlators gives two equations each, from the coefficients of the two single-trace blocks
B0,p−1 and B0,p+1. From these we can uniquely fix the f3p p+1 and f4pp three-point functions
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for all p. We find that the solution is always unique (up to an overall sign ambiguity for
each operator: Op 7→ ±Op, which we fix by taking all three-point functions to be positive).
From the 4p4p correlators one similarly fixes all f4p p+2 and f6pp three-point functions,
then from 5p5p with p ≥ 5 one can fix f5p p+1, f5p p+3 and f8pp, and so on. There appears
to be a simple pattern: the qpqp family with a given q, once families with lower q’s have
been used, fixes all the fqmn coefficients in the range of eq. (4.3) as well as f2q−2 pp.
We conclude that, under the assumption that the only single-trace operators are the
half-BPS ones (as expected at strong ‘t Hooft coupling), crossing symmetry at order 1/c
uniquely determines the three-point functions to have the values in eq. (4.3) at this order.
A full analysis of the crossing relations at finite c would be very interesting but is beyond
our scope. See [54] for further results.
4.2 Chiral (protected) correlator: deducing the free correlator
Interestingly, from this solution for the chiral correlator obtained at strong coupling (this is
how we justified having all single-traces operators being half-BPS), we can recover Feynman
diagrams of the free theory!
Consider again the protected correlator f2222, given by the OPE in eq. (4.6). The
infinite sum over j can be computed easily if one puts in the expectation that the result
is 1/(1− z¯)2 times a polynomial, which can be found using a small number of terms. We
obtain:
f2222(z, α) =
z2(1− α)
(1− z)2α +
z(2− z)
1− z +
z2
α
+
1
c
z(z + (3− 2z)α)
α(1− z) . (4.11)
This does not look very suggestive but can be illuminated by comparing with the free
theory. Due to nonrenormalization theorems [5, 43, 55], the protected quantity f should be
independent of the ‘t Hooft coupling and therefore computable from the free theory limit
(small ‘t Hooft coupling) of the correlator.
In the free theory the correlator is a sum of Wick contractions which give products of
y2ij/x
2
ij factors. In terms of cross-ratios (see eq. (2.5)), the free correlator thus depends only
on two variables: Gfreepqrs(u/σ, v/τ). Given that f(z, α) is itself a two-variable function, it is
actually possible to go the other direction! Indeed, we can solve eq. (2.15) for the former in
terms of f and k:
Gfreepqrs =
z − α
zα
fpqrs(z, α)
∣∣∣
z=u
σ
1− vτ
u
σ− vτ
, α=
1− vτ
u
σ− vτ
+kpqrs
(u
σ
) 1
2
max(|p12|,|p34|) (τ
v
) 1
2
max(p2+p3−p1−p4,0)
.
(4.12)
The unit part k can be computed generally by summing the coefficients of all B0,∆ blocks in
the OPE (including the double-trace one), plus the identity block. For example, eq. (4.7)
gives k2222 = 3 + 3c . Plugging the innocuous-looking eq. (4.11) into eq. (4.12), we then get
the free correlator:
Gfree2222 = 1 +
u2
σ2
+
u2τ2
σ2v2
+
1
c
(
u
σ
+
uτ
σv
+
u2τ
σ2v
)
. (4.13)
This precisely matches with computing Wick contractions at weak coupling! Note that this
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computation leveraged non-renormalization theorems starting from the limit of strong ‘t
Hooft coupling.
It is straightforward to repeat these stops for other correlators, for example
Gfree22pp = 1 +
1
c
(
p
2
u
σ
+
p
2
uτ
σv
+ p
u2τ
σ2v
)
+O(1/c2) (p > 2), (4.14)
Gfree3333 = 1 +
u2
σ2
+
u2τ2
σ2v2
+
9
4c
(
u2
σ2
+
uτ
σv
+ 2
u2τ
σ2v
+
u2τ2
σ2v2
+
u3τ2
σ3v2
+
u3τ
σ3v
)
+O(1/c2).
(4.15)
We found that these formulas agree precisely with the result of summing Wick contractions.
For p ≥ 4 it is important to define external “single-trace” operators to be orthogonal to
all double-trace ones, reflecting the choice of basis stated below eq. (4.3). For the reader’s
convenience, a general formula for the free correlator at order 1/c is recorded in eq. (B.5).
4.3 Reduced correlator: Anomalous dimensions at order 1/c
Let us now turn to our main target, the correlator at order 1/c for external operators with
general R-symmetry representations. This gives information on both the 1/c anomalous
dimensions of double-trace operators and 1/c corrections to their OPE coefficients.
Our input again is the double-discontinuity written as a sum of half-BPS blocks with
coefficients in eq. (4.3), and crossing relation (4.1). Explicitly, it is:
dDiscG{pi} = dDisc
(u
σ
) p1+p2
2
(τ
v
) p2+p3
2
min(p2+p3,p1+p4)−2∑
∆=max(|p23|,|p14|)+2
√
p1p2p3p4∆
4
Bp23,p14∆ (z′, z¯′, α′, α¯′)
(4.16)
where x′ = (1− x). To get information on unprotected operators we first extract the H part
following the SUSY decomposition (2.14); in the context of the 2222 correlator (discussed at
length in [33]), this gives, for reference,
dDiscH(1)2222 = dDisc
[
u3(1− 3u)
(1− u)3v −
2u5 log u
(1− u)4v
]
(4.17)
where we have dropped all terms with no poles at v = 0.4 We then plug into the Lorentzian
inversion integral (2.28).
Loosely speaking, the log u term informs us about anomalous dimensions, whereas
the constant term corrects in addition the OPE coefficients. We begin with the former.
Converting to x = z1−z and y =
1−z¯
z¯ variables, the above gives
dDisc
z¯ − z
zz¯
H
(1)
2222
∣∣∣
log u
= −2x3 dDisc1
y
(4.18)
4For unequal operators, one can generally drop all powers of v higher than 1
2
min(0, p1 + p4 − p2 − p3), as
these correspond to double-trace dimensions. These vanish upon integration as can be seen from the zeros
of the 1/Γ factors in eq. (A.2).
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and the inversion integral (2.28) gives straightforwardly, using formulas (A.2) and (A.3) for
the x and y powers,
〈a(0)γ(1)(h, h¯, 0, 0)〉2222 = −2(h+ 1)(h)(h− 1)(h− 2)r0,0h r0,0h¯ Z
0,0
0,0 . (4.19)
This is in agreement with [33]. The bracket notation indicates that the result is generally
the sum of multiple nearly-degenerate operators. The set of correlators really gives a matrix
of anomalous dimensions matrix, whose eigenvalues are the actual anomalous dimensions.
The operators which can mix with each other have the same R-symmetry representation
[m,n−m,m] and twist τ = ∆−`. To obtain their matrix element in the basis of disconnected
theory operators, we need to divide by the disconnected OPE data in eq. (3.7), and since
〈a(0)〉pqqp = 〈a(0)〉qppq, we have:
γ(1)pq,rs ≡
〈a(0)γ(1)〉pqrs√
〈a(0)〉pqqp〈a(0)〉rssr
=
〈a(0)γ(1)〉tpqrs + (−1)`+m〈a(0)γ(1)〉tqprs√
〈a(0)〉pqqp〈a(0)〉rssr
, (4.20)
where the t and u superscripts denote the t and u-channel exchanges respectively. For a
given twist and R-symmetry representation, one can find the list of pairs (p, q), with p ≤ q,
for which double-trace operators [pq]`,∆,m,n exist, and construct the matrix in eq. (4.20). Its
eigenvalues are then the actual OPE coefficients of the double-trace operators.
To perform the computation, we wish to organize our data in terms of twist τ and
R-symetry representations labelled by [m,n−m,m]. One must also consider separately the
cases where the spin ` is either even or odd. For a given twist and representation, one must
find the possible scaling dimensions of the operators in the four-point function. One can
simply consider the constraints on the three-point vertices. Given the possible (pqrs) scaling
dimensions and values of twist, R-symmetry Dynkin labels and spin, one can diagonalize
the corresponding matrix.
We will change our notation to write the anomalous dimension matrix
(
γ(1)
)`
τ,m,n
labelled by the twist τ , R-symmetry labels m,n and spin ` = {+,−} corresponding to either
even or odd spin. For example, let us consider the nontrivial representation [0, 2, 0]. The
minimal twist associated with this representation is τ = 6. For odd spin, the only three-point
vertex is given by external operators (p, q) = (2, 4), in which case it is straightforward to
diagonalize. For even spin, one has (2, 4) and (3, 3). The corresponding matrix is
〈a(0)γ(1)〉t2442 + (−1)`〈a(0)γ(1)〉t4242√
〈a(0)〉2442〈a(0)〉2442
〈a(0)γ(1)〉t2433 + (−1)`〈a(0)γ(1)〉t4233√
〈a(0)〉2442〈a(0)〉3333
〈a(0)γ(1)〉t3342 + (−1)`〈a(0)γ(1)〉t3342√
〈a(0)〉3333〈a(0)〉2442
〈a(0)γ(1)〉t3333 + (−1)`〈a(0)γ(1)〉t3333√
〈a(0)〉3333〈a(0)〉3333
 . (4.21)
Consider the 2442 component. One finds that the only possible R-symmetry representa-
tion is [0, 2, 0]. The reduced correlator inversion integral yields
c(`,∆, 0, 2) =
∫ 1
0
dz
z2
(1− z)2k2,21−h(z)z−1
∫ 1
0
dz¯
z¯2
(1− z¯)2κ(h¯)k2,2
h¯
(z¯)z¯−1
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×
[
2
(
z
1− z
)3
− 4
(
z
1− z
)4
− 4
(
z
1− z
)5
log(z)
]
dDisc
(
z¯
1− z¯
)3
(4.22)
where we have omitted non-singular terms. This formula contains corrections to the OPE
coefficients a(1) and anomalous dimensions γ(1). Focusing now on the latter, which are
related to double-poles with respect to h, they can be obtained simply by integrating the
coefficient of log(z), see eq. (A.4).
Using eqs. (A.2)-(A.3), the above matrix with h = 1 + τ2 gives(
γ(1)
)+
6,0,2
=
−60
(h¯− 4)(h¯− 1)(h¯)(h¯+ 3)
(
12 + h¯(h¯− 1) 6
√
h¯(h¯− 1)
6
√
h¯(h¯− 1) 6 + h¯(h¯− 1)
)
(4.23)
which has the two eigenvalues:
λ+6,0,2 =
{
− 60(h¯+ 2)
(h¯− 4)(h¯− 1)(h¯) , −
60(h¯− 3)
(h¯− 1)(h¯)(h¯+ 3)
}
=
{−∆(8)0,2(4, h¯)
(h¯− 4)6
,
−∆(8)0,2(4, h¯)
(h¯− 2)6
}
(4.24)
where (...)6 is the Pochhammer symbol and ∆(8) is the polynomial introduced in eq. (3.8).
This way of writing the result was suggested by a recent conjecture by [41], discussed shortly.
For τ = 8, again for the [0, 2, 0] representation, the matrix is somewhat bigger:
(2442) (2433) (2435) (2444)
(3342) (3333) (3335) (3344)
(3542) (3533) (3553) (3544)
(4442) (4433) (4453) (4444)
 . (4.25)
For odd spin, one removes the second and last rows and columns. We then find the
eigenvalues, for even and odd spins:
λ−8,0,2 = −∆(8)0,2(5, h¯)×
{ 1
(h¯− 4)6
,
1
(h¯− 2)6
}
,
λ+8,0,2 = −∆(8)0,2(5, h¯)×
{ 1
(h¯− 5)6
,
1
(h¯− 3)6
,
1
(h¯− 3)6
,
1
(h¯− 1)6
}
.
(4.26)
Note that in the even spin case, the second and third eigenvalues are degenerate.
It is amazing that the eigenvalues of nontrivial matrices give rational functions of h¯.
Reciprocity symmetry, h¯ → 1 − h¯, is preserved in an interesting way. The matrix
elements in eq. (4.23) are all invariants under h¯→ 1− h¯ (this is always true and trivially
follows from the form of the integrals (A.2)-(A.3)). The individual eigenvalues are not
invariant, but the set of eigenvalues is, as it should: reciprocity interchanges the first and
last eigenvalue.
One can continue this process to obtain anomalous dimension eigenvalues in different
R-symmetry representations and higher twist which would involve diagonalizing larger
dimensional matrices. A conjecture for the outcome was formulated recently in [41] (who
obtained it by OPE-decomposing a Mellin-space formula for the general pqrs correlators
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previously conjectured in [16]). These authors conjectured that the eigenvalues always take
the form:
γ(1)pqrs(τ, h¯, `,m, n) = −
1
c
∆
(8)
m,n(1 +
τ
2 , h¯)
(`+m+ 1 + ν)6
(4.27)
where ` = h¯− τ2 − 2 is the angular momentum and ν is an integer shift that distinguishes
different eigenvalues of the matrix.
Generically, diagonalizing the anomalous dimension matrix will yield degenerate states.
This degeneracy can be worked out experimentally. We find that the allowed shifts are
ν =
1− (−1)`+m
2
+ 2u, 0 ≤ u ≤ 12(τ − 2m− 5 + δ) (4.28)
δ =
{
(−1)`+m if mod (n−m, 2) = 0
0 otherwise.
(4.29)
The multiplicity for a given shift is then
min
(
u+ 1, 12 (n−m+ 1 + δ) , 12 (τ − 2m− 3 + δ)− u
)
. (4.30)
The first case sets the degeneracy for the first few cases, which increases incrementally from
1 until it reaches its maximum multiplicity given by the second condition. If the twist is
large enough, the multiplicity will plateau until the third condition becomes relevant, after
which it decreases symmetrically. In all cases, the multiplicities add up to the dimension of
the mixing matrix (which is equal to the number in the second condition, times τ−m−n−22 ).
Consider for example the [2, 12, 2] representation with twist up to τ = 20 and τ = 50.
One can find the multiplicity of the degenerate states in fig. 3. This matches with the finding
in ref. [41], where the allowed states were nicely organized into a 45◦-rotated rectangle in
the (p, q) plane.
Figure 3: Even and odd spins are in blue and orange respectively. On the left is the
multiplicity for τ = 20 and on the right is the multiplicity for τ = 50 of the same R-
symmetry representation. Given eq. (4.30), the maximal multiplicity for [2, 12, 2] is 7 and 6
for even and odd spin respectively.
From this analysis, we see that the Pochhammer term serves as a useful quantity to
resolve the double trace mixing problem. This observation will be recycled in the next
section.
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5 An accidental 10-dimensional conformal symmetry
In this section we propose an explanation for the remarkable conjecture (4.27): that it
originates from the conformal flatness of the AdS5×S5 geometry and an accidental SO(10,2)
conformal symmetry of the supergravity four-point amplitude. This will lead to new
conjectures which we will test.
5.1 A mysterious equality with 10-dimensional S-matrix partial waves
Our main inspiration will be the following empirical observation: the conjectured anomalous
dimension is equal to a quantity computed in flat ten-dimensional space. We consider the
2→ 2 scattering of identical complex axi-dilatons in IIB supergravity:
Atree10 =
8piGNδ
16(Q)
stu
−→ 8piGN s
4
stu
. (5.1)
Below we’ll use that 8piGN = pi
5L8
c with c =
N2−1
4 in the AdS5×S5 context, to express this
in terms of c and the AdS radius L. We now consider the partial-wave decomposition of
this amplitude; in general dimension this can be written using Gegenbauer polynomials (see
for example [56]) as:
iA10(s, cos θ) =
2dpi
d−2
2
s
d−4
2 Γ(d−22 )
∑
`>0, even
(`+ 1)d−4(2`+ d− 3)A`(s) C˜(
d−3
2
)
` (cos θ), (5.2)
where C˜(λ)` (x) = C
(λ)
` (x)/C
(λ)
` (1) is a Gegenbauer polynomial normalized to unity at 1, the
scattering angle is cos(θ) = 1+ 2ts , and we should put d = 10 in the above. The normalization
factors are such that A`(s) = 1 for the disconnected part of the S-matrix of two identical
particles. Retaining the disconnected part and computing the A` using the orthogonality
relation5 we find:
A`(s) = 1 + i
pi
c
(L
√
s/2)
8
(`+ 1)6
. (5.4)
This should be compared with the exponential of the anomalous dimension in eq. (4.27),
which controls the phase of each conformal block in the bulk point limit (see for example
[1, 8]):
e−ipiγ = 1 + i
pi
c
∆(8)
(`eff + 1)6
+O(1/c) . (5.5)
The resemblance of the phases (5.4) and (5.5) is too striking to be an accident and this
suggests a direct relation between the four-dimensional theory and the flat ten dimensional
supergravity. We will not fully derive such a relation from first principles here, but we will
try to guess what form it could take and deduce precise implications.
5Specifically, the relevant relation is:
A`(s) = 1 +
is3
786432pi4
∫ pi
0
dθ sin7(θ) C˜
(7/2)
` (cos θ) A10(s, cos θ). (5.3)
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5.2 Statement of the conjecture
To explain how an observable of 10-dimensional supergravity on AdS5×S5 might be entirely
determined by the S-matrix of the same theory on flat space, we propose a scenario based
on the following two observations:
• The AdS5×S5 metric is conformally equivalent to flat space. To check this, write the
10-dimensional flat space metric using radial and angular variables for the 6 extra
dimensions, with dΩ25 is the metric on S5:
ds2Minkowski =
3∑
µ=0
dxµdxµ + dr
2 + r2dΩ25
= r2 ×
(
dxµdxµ + dr
2
r2
+ dΩ25
)
≡ r
2
L2
× ds2AdS5×S5 .
(5.6)
• By a happy coincidence, the combination GNδ16(Q) is dimensionless. Divided by this
“coupling”, the four-point tree amplitude (5.1) is in fact conformally invariant:
Kµ
δ10(
∑
i pi)
(p1·p2)(p1·p3)(p2·p3) = 0. (5.7)
This can be checked using the conformal generators in momentum space,
Kµ =
4∑
i=1
(
piµ
2
∂
∂pνi
∂
∂piν
− pνi
∂
∂pνi
∂
∂pµi
− d− 2
2
∂
∂pµi
)
. (5.8)
In effect, we will now play a game where we pretend that IIB supergravity is a conformal
theory and work out the implications for four-point correlators. In particular, we should
find an action of the ten-dimensional conformal group SO(10,2).
This SO(10,2) contains as a subgroup the SO(4,2)× SO(6) bosonic isometries of AdS5×S5,
so a natural action can be defined by building 12-vectors wi:
wi ≡ (Xi, yi). (5.9)
Here Xi is the embedding coordinate corresponding to the space-time point x
µ
i , on which
SO(4,2) acts, and yi is the null 6-vector introduced in eq. (2.4) and on which the SO(6)
R-symmetry acts.
Motivated by the above, we conjecture that all tree-level four-point correlators arise
from a single SO(10,2)-invariant object.
To state this more explicitly we consider the correlator of Lagrangian insertions Lpi−2
defined in section 3.3 (which are susy descendent Q4Opi of scaling dimension 2 + pi), since
these can be easily identified with axi-dilatons in ten dimensions. Indeed, the simplest case,
pi = 0, has scaling dimension 4 which is the correct value for a free field in ten dimensions.
The operators with pi > 0 are then identified to be its S5 spherical harmonics. To extract a
given spherical harmonic we simply need to extract the component of a ten-dimensional
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expression with the correct homogeneity degree in the null vectors yi:
〈0|Lp˜1(x1)Lp˜2(x2)Lp˜3(x3)Lp˜4(x4)|0〉 = 〈φ(w1)φ(w2)φ¯(w3)φ¯(w4)〉10
∣∣∣
y
p˜1
1 y
p˜2
2 y
p˜3
3 y
p˜4
4
, (5.10)
with p˜i = pi − 2. The expectation value on the right is formal since we haven’t defined a
10D CFT (and won’t define one). It simply denotes a function of the four points wi which
transforms like a 10D CFT correlator of four scalars with scaling dimension 4, that is:
〈φ(w1)φ(w2)φ¯(w3)φ¯(w4)〉10 ≡ G10(u10, v10)
((x212 − y212)(x234 − y234))4
(5.11)
where
u10 ≡ (x
2
12 − y212)(x234 − y234)
(x213 − y213)(x224 − y224)
, v10 ≡ (x
2
23 − y223)(x214 − y214)
(x213 − y213)(x224 − y224)
(5.12)
are the then-dimensional cross-ratios.
Let us now write the prediction in eq. (5.10) in terms of cross-ratios, by dividing
the left-hand-side by the factor in eq. (2.5) (with the pi shifted by ±2 for the x and y
dependence, respectively). We can extract the component of correct homogeneity degree
in y by performing contour integrals in auxiliary variables ai introduced via the rescaling
y2ij ≡ yi · yj 7→ aiajy2ij . With a suitable rescaling of the a’s this gives a formula with
cross-ratios only:
H˜p1p2p3p4(u, v, σ, τ) =
∮ 4∏
i=1
[
dai a
1−pi
i
2pii
]
(u/σ)
p1+p2
2
−2
(1− σua1a2)4(1− a3a4)4
×G10
(
u
(1− σua1a2)(1− a3a4)
(1− a1a3)(1− a2a4) , v
(1− τva2a3)(1− a1a4)
(1− a1a3)(1− a2a4)
)
≡ Dp1p2p3p4G10(u, v). (5.13)
The last line emphasizes the fact that the contour integral really just defines a differential
operator. In the first few cases for example we find:
D2222 = 1,
D2332 = −
√
u√
σ
τ∂v,
D2233 = 4− u∂u,
D3333 = 16− 8u∂u + u+ σ
σ
(u∂u)
2 + 2
u
σ
u∂uv∂v +
u(v + τ)
σv
(v∂v)
2 .
(5.14)
Relation (5.13) is the main result of this section: it expresses all tree-level correlators as
derivatives of a single one, G10 = H˜2222, the stress-tensor multiplet correlator. This is
depicted in fig. 4.
It remains to precisely define the left-hand-side H˜2222. The correct guess is of course to
be ultimately justified by explicit computations, as done in the next subsection, but it may
be helpful to handwave-motivate the result here. Since the spherical harmonics of the ten-
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Figure 4: The flat-space limit of a scattering process in AdS5× S5 map to one in R10. In
the flat-space limit, the dilaton has ∆ = 4. We conjecture that the ten-dimensional dilaton
correlator G10 can be projected to a AdS5× S5 correlator by a suitable differential operator
Dp1p2p3p4 acting on G10.
dimensional dilaton most naturally map to correlators of Lpi , the most natural guess would
be H˜ = ∆(8)H as defined in section 3.3. However, to reveal its hidden conformal symmetry,
we had to divide the 10D tree amplitude by the dimensionless “coupling” GNδ16(Q)/16,
which eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) suggest to identify as a multiple of ∆(8)/c. Thus a better guess is
to divide the order 1/c dilaton correlator by ∆(8) and thus consider H itself, which turns out
to be a correct prediction. We have to bear in mind that this division is ill-defined however
unless one cancels the protected contributions killed by ∆(8); a simple work-around is to
subtract the free correlator. The correct guess for the functions H˜ which satisfies eq. (5.13),
including a normalization factor, thus turns out to be:
H˜(0)pqrs ≡
4√
p1p2p3p4
∆(8)H(0)pqrs, H˜
(1)
pqrs ≡
4√
p1p2p3p4
(
H(1)pqrs −H(1)freepqrs
)
. (5.15)
If this sequence were to continue at loop level supergravity, a natural form of the next term
would be H˜(2)pqrs = 1∆(8) (H
(2)
pqrs −H(2)freepqrs ), but we leave this for further study.
Eqs. (5.13) and (5.15), independent of their origins, yield precise and testable relations
among tree-level correlators.
5.3 Checking the conjecture from the calculated correlators
Let us first check the relation for the disconnected correlator H˜(0). According to eq. (3.17)
G
(0)
10 (u, v) = ∆
(8)H
(0)
2222 = C(2)
2
(
u4 +
u4
v4
)
, (5.16)
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with C(p) = p2(p2 − 1). The formula in eq. (5.13) then predict the other correlators as
H˜(0)p1p2p3p4 =
u
p1+p2
2
+2
u
p1+p2
2
−2
∮ 4∏
i=1
[
dai a
1−pi
i
2pii
](
1
(1− a1a3)4(1− a2a4)4 +
1
(v − τa2a3)4(1− a1a4)4
)
=
4
p1p2
C(p1)C(p2)
u
p1+p2
2
+2
σ
p1+p2
2
−2
(
δp1,p3δp2,p4 + δp1,p4δp2,p3
τp2−2
vp2+2
)
,
(5.17)
where we have used the integral
∮
6da a1−p
2pii(1−a)4 = C(p)/p. This is in precise agreement with
eq. (3.17), a first sanity check. Essentially this just fixes the normalization factors √pi in
eq. (5.15).
The real test now is the tree-level correlator H˜(1). The formula in eq. (5.13) predicts
the higher correlators as specific derivatives of the first instance [3, 15],6
G
(1)
10 (u, v) = H˜
(1)
2222 = −u4D¯2,4,2,2(u, v). (5.18)
Acting with Dp1p2p3p4 on this gives predictions for the correlators of spherical harmonics. It
is instructive to compare with the literature. For some of the cases presented in eqs. (5.14),
refs. [11, 12, 15, 47, 51] provided explicit results in terms of D¯ functions. Using derivative
relations to generate higher weight D¯ functions (see e.g. ref. [9]), we evaluated these results
as functions of z, z¯ variables and compared with H˜(1)p1p2p3p4 as computed from the action of
the differential operator Dp1p2p3p4 on eq. (5.18). We find agreement with the literature up
to a normalization constant:
H˜
(1)
2233 = −6u5D¯3,5,2,2,
H˜
(1)
3333 = −9u5
(
(1 + σ + τ)D¯3,5,3,3 +
(
D¯2,5,2,3 + σD¯3,5,2,2 + τD¯2,5,3,2
))
,
H˜
(1)
4444 = −16u6
((
σ + τ + στ +
1
4
(1 + σ2 + τ2)
)
D¯4,6,4,4
− (σD¯4,6,2,4 + τD¯2,6,4,4 + στD¯4,6,4,2)
+ 2
(
σD¯3,6,2,3 + τD¯2,6,3,3 + στD¯3,6,3,2
)
+
1
2
(
D¯2,6,2,4 + σ
2D¯4,6,2,2 + τ
2D¯2,6,4,2
)
+
1
2
(
D¯3,6,3,4 + σ
2D¯4,6,3,3 + τ
2D¯3,6,4,3
) )
.
(5.19)
We stress that in those papers, the result came from explicit supergravity or Mellin-space
calculations whereas our result came from the action of the differential operator Dp1p2p3p4 .
With hindsight, the existence of an operator such as Dp1p2p3p4 , which acts on H˜2222
to give the other correlators, can be understood from the derivative relations between D¯
functions. Note however this way of writing the correlator is not unique, which is made
apparent e.g. by comparing the 4444 cases from [15] and [51]. The fact that the operators
Dp1p2p3p4 can be taken from a unique generating function (5.13) is very surprising and had
6Explicitly, D¯2,4,2,2(u, v) = ∂u∂v(1 + u∂u + v∂v)
2Li2(z)−2Li2(z¯)+log(zz¯) log 1−z1−z¯
z−z¯ .
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not been observed before. It is also completely invisible in the supergravity Feynman rules.
From the perspective of the analytic bootstrap, since the formula (5.13) manifests
crossing symmetry, to rigorously establish it it suffices to show that it correctly predicts
the double-discontinuity in one channel, say v → 0. This will be entirely generated by the
v → 0 poles of the seed:
dDiscH˜2222 = −u
3(1 + u)
(1− u)2v −
2u4 log u
(1− u)3v + pole-free in v. (5.20)
Indeed, acting with the differential operators (5.14) on this seed we reproduce precisely the
double discontinuity of the finite sum (4.16). We checked this explicitly for all correlators
p1, p2, p3, p4 with pi ≤ 10, making us confident that a group-theoretic identity underwrites
the formula (5.13). It would be interesting to prove it analytically in the general case.
5.4 Deriving the Mellin-space formula by Rastelli and Zhou
A frequently useful language for conformal correlators is based on Mellin-space, see refs. [7, 57–
59] for example. Correlators of N = 4 SYM at strong coupling for arbitrary external scalar
operators were conjectured in ref. [16, 41, 60] in Mellin-space. In this section we show that
our proposed formula is in precise agreement with that conjecture.
The Mellin representation of the generating functional is an integral over Mandelstam
variables such that
H˜p1p2p3p4 =
∫
dsdt
(2pii)2
M˜p1p2p3p4 (5.21)
where the region of integration is detailed in ref. [60]. We will omit the use of the Mandelstam
variable u and express everything in terms of s, t to avoid confusion with the cross-ratio u.
The reduced correlator for 2222 in position space is given by eq. (5.18). According to the
first of eq. (5.14) this function serves as the seed of our generating functional. We thus start
with the 2222 correlator with the normalization of eq. (5.11), written in terms of D¯2,4,2,2 in
its Mellin representation as written in the Appendix of ref. [60]:
M˜2222 = −u4 1
4
u
s
2
−2v
t
2
−2 Γ(2− s2)2Γ(2− t2)2Γ( s+t2 )2(
1− s2
) (
1− t2
) (
s+t
2 − 1
) , (5.22)
where u, v are cross-ratio variables. To uplift to a 10-dimensional generating functional, we
promote the cross-ratios to be 10-dimensional, normalize according to eq. (5.11) and expand
in terms of 6-dimensional embedding coordinates similar to eq. (5.13) with the auxiliary
contour integral variables ai:
M˜p1p2p3p4 = −2
∮ 4∏
i=1
[
dai a
1−pi
i
2pii
]
Γ(2− s2)2Γ(2− t2)2Γ( s+t2 )2
(−2 + s) (−2 + t) (−2 + s+ t)
(u/σ)
p1+p2
2
−2
(1− a1a3)4(1− a2a4)4
×
(
u
(1− σua1a2)(1− a3a4)
(1− a1a3)(1− a2a4)
) s
2
−2(
v
(1− τva2a3)(1− a1a4)
(1− a1a3)(1− a2a4)
) t
2
−2
. (5.23)
By construction, this satisfies M˜2222 = M2222. The key feature of this equation is
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that each of the six Γ(−α) functions is naturally paired with one of the six factors of the
form (1− caiaj)α, which originate from the six distances w2ij . To extract a given spherical
harmonics, we need to series-expand in powers of the a’s. Thanks to the pairing, this series
can be organized into shifted Γ-functions using the identity −αΓ(−α) = Γ(−α+ 1):
(1− x)αΓ(−α) =
∞∑
i=0
xi
i!
Γ(i− α). (5.24)
Inserting this identity six times into eq. (5.23), we find a sum of the form
∑
i,j,k,l,m,n≥0
Γ(. . .)
i! j! k! l!m!n!
(σ
u
)i (τ
v
)k
(a1a2)
i (a3a4)
j (a2a3)
k (a1a4)
l (a1a3)
m (a2a4)
n .
(5.25)
The four contour integrals then select out the terms which have the correct exponent for
each a. Consider for example the 3333 case, where each a must appear linearly: three terms
contribute,
M˜3333 =
−2
(−2 + s)(−2 + t)(−2 + s+ t)
(
u
s
2
−2v
t
2
−2Γ(3− s
2
)2Γ(2− t
2
)2Γ(
s+ t
2
)2
+ u
s
2
−1v
t
2
−3 τ
σ
Γ(2− s
2
)2Γ(3− t
2
)2Γ(
s+ t
2
)2
+ u
s
2
−1v
t
2
−2 1
σ
Γ(2− s
2
)2Γ(2− t
2
)2Γ(1 +
s+ t
2
)2
)
. (5.26)
If one shifts s and t for each term above such that there is an overall factor of u
s
2
−2v
t
2
−3,
one obtains
M˜3333 = −2u s2−2v t2−3Γ(3− s
2
)2Γ(3− t
2
)2Γ(
s+ t− 2
2
)2
( 1
(−2 + s)(−4 + t)(−4 + s+ t)
+
τ
σ
1
(−4 + s)(−2 + t)(−4 + s+ t) +
1
σ
1
(−4 + s)(−4 + t)(−6 + s+ t)
)
, (5.27)
which is precisely the form found in ref. [16]7 . Notice how all the Γ-functions automatically
line up after the shifts. This can be tracked to the identity in eq. (5.24). In general, one
should perform appropriate shifts for each term such that an overall factor of u
s
2
−2v
t−(p2+p3)
2
can be retrieved.
Let us now derive the general Mellin amplitude from eq. (5.23). The Mellin amplitude
in [16] was conjectured by solving a set of algebraic crossing-symmetry constraints. (These
authors assumed, with no loss of generality, an ordering p1 ≥ p2 ≥ p3 ≥ p4, and ref. [41] also
assumed p43 ≥ p21 ≥ 0, but note that here we will make no assumption on the orderings.)
Using eq. (5.25), the contour integrals in eq. (5.23) imposes four constraints on the six
7Their convention of σ, τ differs from ours: in their paper, they have
σ =
y213y
2
24
y212y
2
34
, τ =
y214y
2
23
y212y
2
34
, (5.28)
which should be compared to our definitions given by eq. (2.4).
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indices, such that after lining up the powers of u and v we obtain:
M˜p1p2p3p4 = −2u
s
2
−2v
t−(p2+p3)
2 Γ(
p1 + p2 − s
2
)Γ(
p3 + p4 − s
2
)Γ(
p2 + p3 − t
2
)
× Γ(p1 + p4 − t
2
)Γ(
s+ t+ 4− p1 − p3
2
)Γ(
s+ t+ 4− p2 − p4
2
)
×
∞∑
i,k=0
1
i! j! k! l!m!n!
σi+2−
p1+p2
2 τk
(s− 2− 2ss)(t− 2− ts)(s+ t− 2− 2(ss + ts)) , (5.29)
where the variables above must obey the following constraints:
j =
1
2
(2i− p1 − p2 + p3 + p4), l = 1
2
(2k + p1 − p2 − p3 + p4), (5.30)
m =
1
2
(p1 + p2 + p3 − p4 − 2(2 + i+ k)), n = p2 − 2− i− k, (5.31)
ss =
p1 + p2
2
− 2− i, ts = p2 + p3
2
− 2− k. (5.32)
The shifts in Mandelstam variables ss, ts were constrained by shifting s and t to obtain
the appropriate power of p1+p22 and
p2+p3
2 respectively as explained previously. Because of
the inverse factorials, the summand is only nonvanishing when i, j, k, l,m, n ≥ 0. Denoting
i = p1+p22 − 2− p, demanding m,n ≥ 0 yields for example k ≤ p+ 12min(p21, p34). Similarly,
one can work out the remaining constraints to find that (this is similar to the summation
range for the free correlator in eq. (B.5) with k 7→ q):
pmin =
1
2 max(|p12|, |p34|), pmax = 12 min(p1 + p2, p3 + p4)− 2, (5.33)
kmin =
1
2 max(0, p21 + p34), kmax = p+
1
2 min(p21, p34). (5.34)
This matches precisely the results by ref. [16], with some extra factors fixed in ref. [41].8 This
completes our derivation of the Mellin amplitude from a more fundamental 10-dimensional
symmetry.
5.5 Ten-dimensional OPE and the leading logarithmic part to all loops
The SO(10,2) symmetry suggests using ten-dimensional blocks to express the correlators:
these should diagonalize the mixing problem. This will also explain the flat space relation
(5.5), which originally motivated our looking for a SO(10,2) symmetry.
We start with the free correlator, eq. (5.16), and perform its OPE decomposition into
10-dimensional conformal blocks. As may be seen from the generalized free field formulas
from ref. [48], an important simplification occur for fields that saturate the unitarity bound,
8The precise comparison with ref. [41], accounting for eq. (5.15) and different overall normalizations
should be:
H˜(1)p1p2p3p4 =
4√
p1p2p3p4
(H(1)p1p2p3p4 −H(1)freep1p2p3p4) =
1
p1p2p3p4
(N2cHp1p2p3p4)
∣∣∣
their
. (5.35)
Comparing with ref. [41] we thus find precise agreement for the pi dependence, up to perhaps an overall
constant factor (4pii)2 which we didn’t track down.
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such as the axi-dilaton: a single double-twist trajectory then contributes,
H˜
(0)
2222(z, z¯) =
∞∑
`=0, even
a˜
(0)
` G
(10)
`,8+`(z, z¯) with a
(0)
(10)(`) =
8Γ(4 + `)2
Γ(7 + 2`)
(`+ 1)6. (5.36)
Our blocks are normalized so that limzz¯1G
(d)
`,∆(z, z¯) = z
∆−`
2 z¯
∆+`
2 , and we have verified
the sum by series expanding the blocks in z, z¯ using ref. [61]. In fact, because we are in even
dimensions and on the unitarity bound, the required blocks admit very simple closed-form
expressions as derivatives of hypergeometric functions [57], given explicitly in eq. (C.2).
(Note that since the dimension of the dilaton is protected, the putative 10D CFT cannot be
unitary since otherwise this would be the exact result to all orders in 1/c.)
To extract ten-dimensional anomalous dimension, we OPE-decompose the log u terms
in the tree-level correlator H˜(1)2222 = −u4D¯2,4,2,2:
H˜
(1)
2222(z, z¯)
∣∣∣
log u
= −u4∂u∂v(1 + u∂u + v∂v) log(1− z)− log(1− z¯)
z − z¯ (5.37)
=
∞∑
`=0, even
1
2
a˜
(0)
` γ˜
(1)
` G
(10)
`,8+`(z, z¯) with γ˜
(1)
` ≡
−1
(`+ 1)6
. (5.38)
This precisely matches the S-matrix phase shift in eq. (5.4). This agreement has a simple
intuitive explanation: in the bulk point limit z → z¯ (reached after an analytic continuation,
see [1, 8] for further detail), the correlator must reproduce the flat space amplitude. On
the other hand, in this limit, each block in the sum (5.38) reduces to a single Gegenbauer
polynomial matching that in the partial wave expansion (5.2), weighted by e−ipi∆. Because
a single ten-dimensional block appears for each spin, its anomalous dimension at order 1/c
must be identical to the flat space phase shift.
The fact that there is a single 10D block for each spin at the lowest order suggests
these blocks “diagonalize” the double trace mixing problem. Let us illustrate this with the
nontrivial R-symmetry representation [0, 2, 0] at twist 6, which led to the 2×2 mixing matrix
in eq. (4.23). We start by considering the contribution of a single ten-dimensional block
to the numerator of the anomalous dimension matrix in eq. (4.20), using the generating
function (5.13): (
D2424 D2433
D3324 D3333
)
G
(10)
`,8+`(z, z¯), (5.39)
where we now project each term onto the [0, 2, 0] representation using the orthogonality
relation (2.21). Using the explicit form of the block in eq. (C.2) and expanding at small
z, we find that this matrix contains the following three four-dimensional blocks of twist 6
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(plus an infinite tower of blocks of twist 8 and higher):9
`(`− 1)G`,`+4+6(z, z¯)
(
1 −3/√2
−3/√2 9/2
)
− `(`+ 4)(`+ 7)
2(`+ 3)
G`+1,`+4+7(z, z¯)
(
1 0
0 0
)
+
(`+ 7)(`+ 8)
4(2`+ 7)(2`+ 9)
G`+2,`+4+8(z, z¯)
(
(`+ 5)2 3/
√
2(`+ 4)(`+ 5)
3/
√
2(`+ 4)(`+ 5) 9/2(`+ 4)2
)
+O(z6)
(5.40)
This is not very illuminating yet, but upon shifting the value of ` in each term so as to
extract the coefficient of G`,`+10 for a given even ` in the sum of eq. (5.38), and dividing by
the free theory data in the denominator of eq. (4.20), this yields the mixing matrix in the
form:
γ
(1)
6,0,2
∆(8)(4, 5 + `, 0, 2)
= γ˜
(1)
`
 `+42`+9 √(`+4)(`+5)2`+9√
(`+4)(`+5)
2`+9
`+5
2`+9
+γ˜(1)`+2
 `+52`+9 −√(`+4)(`+5)2`+9
−
√
(`+4)(`+5)
2`+9
`+4
2`+9
 .
(5.41)
It turns out that each of these matrices is a projector! The two matrices square to themselves,
and are orthogonal to each other. The right-hand-side precisely reproduces the matrix in
eq. (4.23), if one inserts the value of γ˜(1), however it is now evident that the eigenvalues
are γ˜(1)` and γ˜
(1)
`+2 regardless of the functional form of γ˜
(1) used in eq. (5.38). That is, the
derivative operators in eq. (5.39) have simply turned each ten-dimensional block into a
projector matrix.
This example shows that the double trace mixing matrices are far from random but
have an entirely group-theoretical origin, which encodes the expansion of SO(10,2) blocks
into those of its SO(4,2)×SO(6) subgroup. This explains why the eigenvalues are rational
numbers, and also why these numbers are specifically equal to S-matrix phase shifts.
We have verified in many more examples that the ten-dimensional blocks always turn
into projectors onto eigenspaces, including in cases with nontrivial multiplicity. Presumably,
a more thorough study of these matrices would be more easily carried out at the level of
3-point vertices rather than four-point correlators.
As proposed in ref. [41], the solution to the double-trace mixing problem at order
1/c enables to compute the leading logarithmic terms at each loop order. Thanks to the
ten-dimensional blocks this can be done for any correlator without actually computing any
matrix. We simply add more powers of γ to the ten-dimensional OPE in eq. (5.38) to find
H˜2222, and then obtain the others by taking derivatives:
H(k)pqrs(z, z¯, α, α¯)
∣∣∣
logk u
=
[
∆(8)
]k−1 · Dpqrs · D(3) · h(k)(z). (5.42)
This result is a product of very many differential operators. The third-order operator D(3),
defined in eq. (C.2), builds (extremal) ten-dimensional blocks from single-variable functions
9There is a slight abuse of notation here as we omit the superscripts on the blocks Gp21,p34`,∆ . In reality
the blocks sit inside the matrix and have a different superscript for each position inside the matrix.
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h(k). The operator Dpqrs, from eq. (5.13), then extracts various 4D correlators; for the stress
tensor multiplet this operation is trivial, D2222 = 1. Finally, the power of ∆(8), defined in
eq. (3.15), accounts for the fact that it is only the ratio γ/∆(8) which is compatible with
the ten-dimensional symmetry. The ordering of operations is important: in general ∆(8)
destroys the ten-dimensional structure and must act to the left of Dpqrs.
Using the explicit form of the block in eq. (C.3), together with the coefficients in
eqs. (5.36) and eqs. (5.38), the single-variable seed is given explicitly as:
h(k)(z) ≡ 1
k!
(−1
2
)k ∞∑
`=0, even
960Γ(`+ 1)Γ(`+ 4)
Γ(2`+ 7)
1
[(`+ 1)6]
k−1 z
`+1
2F1(`+1, `+4, 2`+8, z).
(5.43)
In the first few cases the sum is readily computed,
h(0)(z) = 2880
z(2− z)
1− z , (5.44)
h(1)(z) = 120
(1− z)2 log(1− z)
z4
+ 10
(z − 2)(z2 + 6z − 6)
z3
(5.45)
h(2)(z) =
Li2(z)− (1− z)5Li2(z/(1− z))
4z5
− (1− z)(2z
2 − 7z + 7) log(1− z)
8z4
(5.46)
+
(z − 2)(1− z)
z3
+
235
576
z − 2
z
, (5.47)
with the three-loop case in eq. (C.4). Plugging h(0)(z) into eq. (5.42) (and multiplying both
sides by ∆(8)) reproduces eq. (3.17). Plugging h(1)(z) we reproduce the logarithmic term
given in eq. (5.37) and its extension to all Hpqrs. Finally, plugging h(2)(z) we reproduce
the one-loop double-discontinuity of H2222 computed in refs. [31–33] and now predict the
log2 u terms for all Hpqrs correlators.10 Needless to say, since the one-loop expressions
require taking 11 or more derivatives of the compact seed h(2)(z), these expressions are
much lengthier!
6 Conclusion
In this paper we revisited the problem of computing correlation functions in holographic
conformal field theories, focusing on the important example of N = 4 super Yang-Mills.
We used a conformal field theory approach which constructs OPE data from the singular
part of correlators, the Lorentzian inversion formula [23]. Other approaches to this problem
include the direct evaluation of supergravity Witten diagrams and the solution of crossing
symmetry constraints in Mellin-space; a chief interest of the present method is that the
singular part can be computed rather straightforwardly in holographic theories, and the
approach extends seamlessly to one-loop level.
By inserting the identity operator in the cross-channels, we thus obtained the OPE
data at order 1/N0 in section 3; inserting a finite set of protected single-trace operators in
10Note that the log2 u gives the full double-discontinuity at one-loop for H2222, but for other correlators
one may also need polar terms. We have not tested whether they are controlled by the same generating
function.
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section 4 then yielded the full 1/N2 corrections, corresponding to tree-level supergravity. In
particular, we obtained mixing matrices and anomalous dimensions of double trace operators,
see eq. (4.27), confirming a recent conjecture [41].
Perhaps our most important result is that an unexpected symmetry controls this mixing
matrix. For one thing, the eigenvalues are rational, as previously observed. We further
observed in section 5 that they coincide with ten-dimensional flat space partial waves. We
have argued that this agreement can be explained by an accidental SO(10,2) conformal
symmetry of the four-particle supergravity amplitude. This symmetry correctly predicts an
infinite number of relation between the correlators of different spherical harmonics, in fact
unifying them into a single object. The generating function in eqs. (5.13) and (5.15) is the
main result of this paper. It is equivalent to the Mellin-space formula conjectured in [16],
as shown in subsection 5.4. The symmetry explanation provides further evidence for the
validity of this conjecture. An analytic proof of the symmetry itself, as noted at the end of
subsection 5.3, is now reduced to essentially group-theoretical identities between the singular
part of four and ten-dimensional conformal blocks, which we have verified in many cases.
The SO(10,2) symmetry neatly diagonalizes the mixing between double trace operators
which otherwise carry the same four-dimensional quantum numbers. Using this, we obtained
a compact formula, see eqs. (5.42) and (5.43), which yields the leading-logarithmic part
of any correlator at each loop order. (At tree-level, the generating function (5.13) gives
more than the leading-log part and correctly predicts finite parts as well.) This data should
suffice in the future to determine the one-loop correlator, up to contact ambiguities related
to a R4 counter-term, analogous to [31, 33]. An interesting question is whether the contact
ambiguities for different spherical harmonics can be correlated with each other: this is
related to locality in the internal S5 manifold.
It is very surprising to find that a theory of gravity, which evidently has a dimensionful
coupling, effectively behaves like a conformal theory. Since AdS5×S5 is conformally flat,
this relates observables on this geometry to observables in ten-dimensional flat space: in
our case, anomalous dimensions to S-matrix phase shifts. An analog of this may be the
relation between four-dimensional Einstein and conformal gravity, see [62]; conformal-like
Ward identities satisfied by tree amplitudes of n gravitons in any dimension were discovered
in [63].
A most pressing question is to determine if such a conformal symmetry can somehow be
formulated for further CFT observables in this or other theories - higher point correlation
functions, higher loops, superstring or M-theory corrections - or if the symmetry is just
an accident of tree-level four-point supergravity amplitudes. One also wonders if the
supergravity Lagrangian could be re-organized to streamline calculations.
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A Basic inversion integrals
Let us record generic results of the inversion integral. It will be convenient to isolate powers
of z¯1−z¯ and
z
1−z since they integrate nicely. We now perform the z¯ integral first as shown in
equation 4.7 of [23]. First, we compute the double discontinuity using eq. (2.27) to find that
dDisc
[(
1− z¯
z¯
)λ
z¯−p34/2
]
= 2 sin(λpi) sin((λ+ p21 + p34)pi)
(
1− z¯
z¯
)λ
z¯−p34/2. (A.1)
To evaluate the z integral, we first rewrite the hypergeometric function in its integral
form (with dummy variable v) and use the change of variable t = z¯(1−v)1−z¯v . Details of the
computation can be found in [23]. The z¯ integral yields∫ 1
0
dz¯
z¯2
(1− z¯) 12 (p21+p34)κ˜ (h¯/2) kp21,p34
h¯/2
(z¯)dDisc
[(
1− z¯
z¯
)λ
z¯−p34/2
]
=
rp21,p34
h¯
Γ(−λ)Γ(−λ− p21+p342 )
Γ(h¯− λ− p342 − 1)
Γ(h¯+ λ+ p342 + 1)
, (A.2)
where rr,sh is defined in eq. (2.2).
A similar result can be found for the z integral. This integral differs from the previous
one by the double discontinuity term which only acted on the z¯ sector, and the extra gamma
functions from κ˜. We therefore have∫ 1
0
dz
z2
(1− z) 12 (p21+p34)kp21,p341−h (z)
[
z
1− z
]λ
z−p34/2
=
Γ(2− 2h)Γ(1− λ)Γ (−h+ λ− p342 )Γ (p212 + p342 − λ+ 1)
Γ
(−h+ p212 + 1)Γ (−h− p342 + 1)Γ (−h+ p342 − λ+ 2)
=pi
sin
(
pi(h− p212 )
)
sin
(
pi(h+ λ− p342 )
)
sin
(
pi(h+ p342 )
)
sin(2pih) sin(piλ) sin
(
pi(h− λ+ p342 )
)
sin
(
pi(p21+p342 − λ)
)
× r
p21,p34
h
Γ(λ)Γ(λ− p212 − p342 )
Γ(h+ λ− p342 − 1)
Γ(h− λ+ p342 + 1)
'pi cot
(
pi(λ− p34
2
− h)
) rp21,p34h
Γ(λ)Γ(λ− p212 − p342 )
Γ(h+ λ− p342 − 1)
Γ(h− λ+ p342 + 1)
(A.3)
where we have assumed λ > 0 and dropped terms with no poles near positive integer h.
Notice the similarity with (??) setting λ 7→ λ.
To study higher 1/c corrections, one would need to integrate
[
z
1−z
]λ
log(z). This will
generically yield the following structure:∫ 1
0
dz
z2
(1− z) 12 (p21+p34)kp21,p341−h (z)
[
z
1− z
]λ
log(z)z−p34/2
'pi∂h
(
cot
(
pi(λ− p34
2
− h)
)) rp21,p34h
Γ(λ)Γ(λ− p212 − p342 )
Γ(h+ λ− p342 − 1)
Γ(h− λ+ p342 + 1)
+ ...
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' 1
sin2(pih)
rp21,p34h
Γ(λ)Γ(λ− p212 − p342 )
Γ(h+ λ− p342 − 1)
Γ(h− λ+ p342 + 1)
+ ... (A.4)
where the ellipsis correspond to terms with single poles only. At order 1/c, the subleading
poles would correspond to contributions to OPE coefficients a(1), see [33] for example
computations.
B Superconformal blocks, and weak coupling correlator to order 1/c
Although these were not needed in the main text, for reference we record here expressions for
superconformal blocks, as deduced from the disconnected OPE data of section similarly to
the half-BPS case in eq. (3.13). For the semi-short multiplets C`,m,n, equating the Casimirs
in eqs. (3.10) and (3.12) we find (for generic integer m,n) a single matching chiral block:
f`+m+2,n−m(z, α). (B.1)
For the H part, on each of the two families (3.6) we find a one-parameter family of solutions,
and looking at the coefficients 〈a(0)〉pqqp we find that they all appear with the same coefficient
up to sign. It is thus natural to group them together into a single block:
Cr,s`,m,n =

k = 0, f(z, α) = (−1)m kr,s
3+`+m+n
2
(z) k−r,−s−n−m
2
(α),
H(z, z¯, α, α¯) =
m∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 Gr,s`+i,6+`+m+n−i(z, z¯) Zr,sm−i,n−i(α, α¯)
+
imax∑
i=0
(−1)m+i Gr,s2+`+m+i,4+`+n−i(z, z¯) Zr,si,n−m−i−2(α, α¯)
with imax = (n−m− 2−max(|r|, |s|))/2 on the last line. Again, although deduced from the
disconnected correlator, we find that this expression has the correct z, z¯ → 0 limit for all the
values of m,n, `, r, s that we have verified, and so we identify it to be a general expression
for any semi-short block.
We also find that quarter-BPS blocks are simply a special case of the semi-short blocks,
where one sets ` = −1:
Br,sm,n = Cr,s−1,m−1,n−1 . (B.2)
The long block A`,∆,m,n only has a H contribution, written already on the last line of (3.12).
In terms of these superconformal blocks, the OPE decomposition of the disconnected
correlator given in eqs. (3.7)-(3.9) turns out to involve exclusively double-traces:
G(0)pqqp = δp,q +
(
1 + δp,q
)
B0,p+q
+
min(p,q)−1∑
m=0
∞∑
`=−1
[
(−1)mb(0)pqqp(`+ 2 +m, p+ q − 2− 2m)
]
C`,m,p+q−2−m
+
∞∑
t=0
∞∑
`=0
∑
m,n
a(0)pqqp(`, p+ q + 2t+ `,m, n)A`,p+q+2t+`,m,n .
(B.3)
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The range of m,n is as in eq. (2.20) and the coefficients are in eqs. (3.7) and (3.9). The
fact that the OPE data can be reorganized into such a super-OPE with only double trace
dimensions is a non-trivial consistency check.
Let us briefly comment on the so-called multiplet merging phenomenon: there is an
inherent ambiguity in extracting the coefficients of C blocks, because a pair of semi-short
multiplets can be equivalent to a long one:
C`,m,n + C`−1,m+1,n+1 = A`,`+m+n+2,m,n (` ≥ 0). (B.4)
For ` = 0, the second term is to be interpreted as a quarter-BPS block according to
eq. (B.2). However, given that all the C`,m,n-blocks in eq. (B.3) have the maximum value of
m + n allowed by R-symmetry considerations, this identity could not be used to rewrite
the above without introducing terms with negative coefficients. We thus conclude that the
decomposition of the disconnected correlator into superconformal blocks is unique if we
assume unitarity. More generally, the multiplet merging phenomenon does not affect the a
and b coefficients defined in eqs. (3.7) and (3.9), which are the fundamental objects in this
paper.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: The three type of planar Wick contractions between four operators at weak
coupling; each line represents a non-empty bundle of propagator. The respective symmetry
factors are 1, k + 1 and 2, where k is the number of diagonal propagators.
B.1 Weak coupling limit
Finally, let us record another way to look at the protected part of the OPE data. As
discussed in subsection 4.2, due to nonrenormalization theorems and the structure of Wick
contractions, from it one can uniquely determine the weak ‘t Hooft coupling limit. At order
1/c, one needs to sum over Wick contractions which can be drawn on a sphere. There are
three cases, as shown in fig. 5; the sum, explicitly, can be written as
Gfree{pi} = δp1,p2δp3,p4 +
(u
σ
) p1+p2
2
[
δp1,p3δp2,p4 +
(τ
v
)p2
δp1,p4δp2,p3
]
+
√
p1p2p3p4
4c
pmax∑
p=pmin
[(
qmax∑
q=qmin
2
(u/σ)p
(v/τ)q
)
+
1 + 12 |p23 + p14|
(v/τ)p+min(p21,p34)
(u
σ
) 1
2
min(p1+p2,p3+p4)
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+
1 + 12 |p21 + p34|
(v/τ)max(p21+p34,0)
+
1 + 12 |p12 + p34|
(v/τ)min(p21,p34)
(uτ
σv
)p ]
+O(1/c2), (B.5)
with the summation ranges determined so that all bundles are non-empty,
pmin = 1 +
1
2 max(|p12|, |p34|), pmax = 12 min(p1 + p2, p3 + p4)− 1, (B.6)
qmin = 1 +
1
2 max(0, p21 + p34), qmax = p+
1
2 min(p21, p34)− 1. (B.7)
This formula holds when the single-trace operators are defined to be orthogonal to multi-
traces, see discussion below eq. (4.3).
C Ten-dimensional conformal blocks at the unitarity bound
Some calculations in the text are greatly simplified using the explicit form of even-dimensional
conformal blocks, in particular right at the unitarity bound. Following arguments in [57] we
find that these blocks satisfy a simple differential equation:[
zz¯∂z∂z¯ +
4
z¯ − z
(
z2∂z − z¯2∂z¯
)]
G
(d=10)
`,8+` (z, z¯) = 0, (C.1)
which holds for any ` ≥ 0. By a simple generalization of eq. (5.10) of [57], a general solution
can be written as a differential operator acting on a single-variable function:
G
(d=10)
`,8+` (z, z¯) =
[(
zz¯
z¯ − z
)7
fj(z) +
(
zz¯
z¯ − z
)6 z2
2
∂zfj(z) +
(
zz¯
z¯ − z
)5 z3
10
∂2z (zfj(z))
+
(
zz¯
z¯ − z
)4 z4
120
∂3z (z
2fj(z))
]
+ (z ↔ z¯) ≡ D(3)fj(z). (C.2)
Comparing with the series expansion in powers of z, z¯ (see [61]) we find that the block
indeed takes this form, with the function specifically chosen as
fj(z) =
120
(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)
zj+12F1(j + 1, j + 4, 2j + 8, z). (C.3)
Finally, for future reference, let us record the seed controlling the two-loop leading-log term,
following eq. (5.43):
h(3) =
(2− z)(249714− 249714z + 217855z2)
12441600z3
+
(1− z)(2903− 2903z + 1258z2)
172800z4
log(1− z)
+
(−2435 + 4870z − 3670z2 + 1235z3 + 2z4)
172800z4
Li2(z)
− (1− z)(227 + 877z + 177z
2 − 23z3 + 2z4)
345600z5
log2(1− z)
+
(1− z)3(1− 12z + 21z2)
2880z5
(
2g3(z) + Li3(z)− log(1− z)Li2(z)
)
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+
(1 + 10z + 10z2)
2880z5
(
g3(z)− Li3(z)
)
, (C.4)
where g3(z) = Li3(1− z)− log(1− z)Li2(1− z)− 12 log(z) log2(1− z)− ζ3.
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